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Mean Ol Mr. Gravity is a compilation of Q&A posts from Mark Rippetoe s StrengthMill forum.
Edited for brevity, efficiency, clarity, accuracy, and taste (in a loose sense, sorry), Mean Ol' Mr.
Gravity adds to the information available in Starting Strength: Basic Barbell Training and
Practical Programming for Strength Training by tailoring it to the individual through his responses
to questions posed by actual humans regarding their own training. It preserves the coarseness,
humor, and candor that have become Rip s trademark style.



Mean Ol' Mr GravityConversations on Strength TrainingMark RippetoeWichita Falls© 2009 The
Aasgaard CompanyAll rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in
a retrieval system or transmitted in a form by means, electronic, mechanical, photocopied,
recorded, or otherwise without prior written consent of the publisher. The author and publisher
disclaim any responsibility for any adverse effects or consequences from the misapplication or
injudicious use of the information presented in this text.Electronic edition, Kindle version 1,
20123118 Buchanan StWichita Falls TX 76308The older I get, the more I realize how fortunate I
was to have made the acquaintance of Bill Starr when I was a young lifter. He taught me how to
train, how to coach, and how to compete. He also taught me how to party, how to tell a story, and
he encouraged me to write and thought it was fine that I stayed self-employed. He was a bit
"wilder" at times than I am prone to be, but he was a good counterbalance to my precious
mother Judy Rippetoe, who was a perfect angel every day of her life, who never had a cross
word for or about anyone (except Nikita Khrushchev), who raised me to be a very good boy, and
whom I miss very much. This book is dedicated to them.ContentsNotes on this
EditionPrefaceFreshman OrientationThe 101 Program: 101 Exercises for 101 Sets of 101 Reps
at 101lbs Works Every TimeHuman Biology"Today, the Gravity is Pulling Back and to the
Left"The "Science" of ExerciseEngineering 2nd SemesterYou Know How Fond I Am Of
SeafoodThe Ocho: Sports-Related StuffIt Hurts When I Do ThisEyeing the Prize Some People
Call Manly FootwearMistakesI'm Workin' on His MindThe Advice of Physicians Regarding
Training, and Other GibberishVenezuelan Strongman Hugo Chavez Squats 1,353 lbs
RawTaking Matters into Your Own HandsThe Rippington PostThe Universe Doesn't Care about
Why. But We Do.My Cousin's Best Friend Had this Other Friend Who Knew a Guy in the Army
Whose Brother Benched 1000 lbsTangential MaterialsAuthorFeedbackNotes on this EditionThe
Kindle edition has been reformatted from the printed book to include greater organization of
content into lists. Errors have been preserved to retain the flavor of the original internet posts
and because many times part of the humor is carried with those typos and other mistakes. Links
to resources have been added so that supplementary content is easily accessible. Since these
resources may be moved or removed, some dead ends may appear over time. Please notify us
of any that you encounter so they may be updated where possible.Please note that since Mean
Ol' Mr. Gravity was published before the 3rd edition of Starting Strength, specific page
references in this text will not correspond directly.PrefaceBack in 1985 when Bill Starr was
staying with me for a while out at my little rent house on the Bondurant in Wichita County, I
brought home a video one night. He was already asleep in the middle bedroom when I got there,
so I cooked a batch of stuff to eat and put the tape in. It was starring the most underappreciated
American comic actor in modern history, Jim Varney. We were watching a lot of movies and at
the time the concept of movie rental was new enough that we had burned through most of the
interesting stuff at the store in front of the gym. This one looked interesting, but I had no idea
what I was about to see. The first part of the tape was a collection of his commercials, which at
the time composed most of his work (this predates the Ernest Goes To… movies). The rest of



the tape was a series of sketch comedy put together by the agency he worked for, Carden and
Cherry. All of it is brilliant, the work of a master character actor with an extraordinary talent for
voice control, comic timing, and facial expression.One of the sketches remains to this day the
funniest short piece I have ever seen, featuring Varney as Uncle Lloyd Worrell, the Meanest Man
in the World. I was on the couch watching it after I ate supper, and got to laughing so hard that I
fell off the couch onto the floor. This woke Bill up, and he walked out of the bedroom, blinking in
the light of the kitchen, wondering what the hell was going on. All I could do was point at the
screen. He said he'd just watch it tomorrow, which he did after I left for the gym the next day. He
called me from the couch, laughing his ass off, and to this day the lines from this sketch remain
an inside joke amongst us and our friends that have enjoyed it for the past 25 years. It is not
nearly popular enough to suit me, so I've included glimpses of it in this book.It was about this
time that I came into a position of actual responsibility for other peoples' training, when I bought
Anderson's Gym from David Anderson and changed the name to Wichita Falls Athletic Club. I
made this rather sudden transition from trainee to gym owner in 1984, on April 1 as a matter of
actual fact. Going from asking for help to providing it for a fee should be a humbling experience
for any psychologically normal person that realizes his limitations. Although I had worked in a
couple of clubs off and on since 1978, there is just something different about being The Gym
Owner. I proceeded rather carefully, sticking to what I knew while trying some things out that I felt
might be helpful, keeping the stuff that worked and eventually accumulating what might be
termed a "method" for dealing with new members that was quite a bit different from the things
we'd all been told in the magazines.I began to read as much technical material about physiology
and exercise as I could find, prepared to understand it by a fairly broad science education in
geology and biology. I found that the method I was developing was different than what I was
reading as the accepted practices of those with advanced degrees in Biomechanics, Exercise
Physiology, Kinesiology, Physical Therapy, and Physical Education. It took many years to purge
myself of the doubt I had about what I was doing with my members, the result of my respect for
the advanced degrees, published research, and academic gravitas that forms the basis of the
conventional wisdom to this day. For instance, in contrast to the entrenched idea that it was only
possible to gain 7-10 lbs. of muscle a year, I found that my members could easily gain 30 lbs. of
lean bodyweight in 6-8 months with correct diet and adherence to my program of regularly
increasing work set weights on the basic barbell exercises.Some gained much more than that in
a year. Virtually every male that even tried to eat correctly gained 5 lbs. the first week. This was,
of course, impossible according to both the magazines and the textbooks. I stopped reading the
magazines many years ago, and I learned to take what I read in the textbooks and journals with
a big tablespoonful of salt.The process of learning about my little corner of applied physiology
continues to this day, as I teach our barbell training seminars and answer questions for people
about their training problems posted on the web. This book is essentially a compilation of
examples of the interactive process of my helping and learning at the same time. As anyone who
has coached can attest, the explaining of a movement pattern to someone who has never done



it teaches something about it to the coach as well. Questions about training work the same way,
in that every time I have to process even familiar concepts into an explanation specific to a
personal question, that synthesis teaches me.In July of 2007 Phil Hammarberg began hosting
my Q&A board on his Strengthmill.net site [Note: Transferred to and now hosted on ]. The
readership has grown steadily over the past 2 years, and as of tonight the board has
accumulated over 3200 threads and almost 19,000 posts. This representing a tremendous
amount of information and a pretty decent investment of my time, I decided to edit the material
into a book. Now, this may seem incredibly stupid, since the information is obviously already
available free on the web, and will continue to be. But the editing is the key here. With the help of
my buddy David Patrick, who initially did the grunt work of pulling all this text off the website, I
have ingeniously removed all the posts that primarily pertain to the many videos that are posted
for me to critique, which you'll have to admit would be pretty damned useless in this format. The
posts have been much further edited for redundancy, stupidity, and uselessness, and in certain
instances my replies have been updated, cleaned, revised, corrected, or otherwise improved.
But pretty much, this is the good stuff from the entire corpus of the board, arranged in a helpful,
interesting way into what we believe to be the first book of its type - a printed volume compiled
from internet posts. My hope is that you will find it interesting even if you have been reading the
board for a while, and that the organization will provide the added value that makes it worth the
money you've spent over and above the computer electricity.Some people have expressed
enthusiasm for the type of humor I sometimes employ in dealing with the people on the board. It
is, ah, coarse at times. This coarseness is herein preserved, not because I necessarily think it is
worth preserving in the sense that the work of Mark Twain is worth preserving, but rather that
most of the writing on exercise topics could use a little less "if you track the vertical movement
along the horizontal axis concentrating on moving the weight in a linear fashion towards peak
overhead natural contraction you will note that the movement is linearly opposite the concentric
definition of the elbow peak" and a little more "Quit asking for my fucking data, and let me, finally,
see yours." I say this in the interest of your psychological well-being, so that you may just give
this book away now if you bought it by mistake. But please, I BEG YOU, don't buy it for a kid and
then attempt to assign to me the responsibility for any subsequent deviations from accepted
behavior.Anyway, here's the book. Just leave it in the bathroom and read it a little at a time. Know
what I mean?Freshman OrientationRead this stuff first, if you want to. We all have to start
somewhere. I started at the Midwestern University weight room in 1978 doing half-squats.Early
stallCasbah: Yesterday was my fourth workout (B) and I struggled on my squats. On the third
workout last week the squats started to feel heavy so I anticipated failure, I was close to it but
just about made the 3 sets. My form wasn't ideal either. Since I started I have been increasing
the weight 10lbs for the squat, too much perhaps considering I've hit this wall already. Aside from
that, I started feeling a pain on the outside of my knee over the weekend, and on my last set
yesterday the pain was there. I might have to miss the squats in the next workout and resume
them on Friday, depending on how it feels. When I resume, should I reset or do the same weight



again?Mark Rippetoe: Sounds to me like you are taking too big a jump for your bodyweight, or
that you're not getting recovered (maybe not drinking your milk?), or both. There is no possible
way to be stuck on the 4th workout unless you have done something wrong.Casbah:I'm 126lbs,
so certainly on the light side of the spectrum! What should I do from here; start over when my
knee has recovered? If that is your recommendation should I start much lighter than last time
and increment by half the amount?Dave76: Rip, as you might suspect, I've answered a lot of
questions just like this one. The "something wrong" is usually a case of starting out with too
much weight. No one wants to believe me when I tell them that the average male novice in your
gym starts squatting at 85 to 105 lbs in your gym.Mark Rippetoe: Dave is right. So, how tall are
you, how old are you, what did you squat the 4th workout, how many calories are you eating
every day, and how much milk do you drink?Casbah: I'm 20, 5'10, 126lbs. Was a late developer
so have a very young complexion for my age. I get about 2500-3000 calories a day. I have milk
several times a day. Diet for a day includes oats, milk, eggs, brown bread / pasta / rice, veg, fruit,
chicken, tuna, post workout supplements, etc. The diet side of things is something I know I'm
doing right. I get plenty of sleep too.I started on 30kg squats (not including the bar which is only
a standard, not Olympic) and added 5kg each workout until the 4th. The 4th workout I done
42.5kg, I added half the weight due to how 40kg felt in workout 3. If I started too heavy for
squats, I have no doubt I've started too heavy for everything else too. The first set of squats at
30kg felt easy but it got hard very quick.Mark Rippetoe: As a general rule, if you let go of an
object and it falls, it weighs something, so we always count the bar. By "standard, not Olympic"
what do you mean? How much does the bar weigh? Reading the rest of this, it is apparent to me
that your form was bad the first day, that you do not eat 3000 cal/day, that you are not drinking a
gallon of whole milk a day, that you do not eat red meat, and that you need to weigh 200 lbs. as
soon as possible. Get busy.Volume in SSStu: Should the total volume (i.e. warmup and work
sets) in each successive workout always go up in SS? My total volume in workout one was
4450kg, but only 3960kg in workout three. Granted it's only been three workouts so far for me,
and my work sets have all increased.Mark Rippetoe: Volume in the sense of total tonnage is not
the primary concern for the novice program in SSBBT. Volume goes up slowly as work set
weights accumulate. Work set weight is the focus, and warmups will taper to facilitate better
work sets as you get stronger, so tonnage might actually go down if you've been doing 5s all the
way up.Sit-ups on starting strength programtiptop: I’m following your starting strength program
which was recommended to me on various sites. My question concerns the type of abdominal
assistance exercise advised on the program. It says to use the sit up on an incline board of 45
degrees. Is this exercise potentially damaging to the back and is it the best exercise to activate
the abdominal muscles. I have no problem performing it, just want to know if its the best abs
exercise or if there are other ones that can be used. I find the program excellent by the way and
like the way the info is given in a clear manner with no bs.Mark Rippetoe: I don't remember
advocating a specific sit-up method, so you must have gotten this somewhere else, and you
have therefore not read the book. Sit-ups on a board are no more damaging to the back than



400 lb. squats and 500 lb. deadlifts. In other words, if you can do them, you are strong enough to
do them without Damaging Your Back. There is nothing wrong with using hip flexors in a sit-up,
unless for some reason you have chosen to omit strengthening your hip flexors.Squat Weight
Progressionbigmike000: Mark, I just bought Starting Strength last week and began a few days
ago on the program. I'm 5' 8" and around 142lbs. I know in the text you say people usually will
add 10-15lbs to the squat per workout, but what if someone is only starting at 95-100lbs on the
squat? I did my third workout with 105lbs (5lb progression) and it was beginning to get
challenging with a 2 minute rest.Mark Rippetoe: Then rest longer. Where in the hell did you
come up with a 2 minute rest?? I believe I specifically state that you need to rest long enough to
let the fatigue from the previous set dissipate. The idea is to do whatever you need to facilitate
the increase in work set weight. This means that you are going to have to eat a lot more than you
obviously have been, and rest long enough between sets to get all the reps of the next one.SS
workout lengthcskolnick: How long do SS workouts tend to take and do they get longer as the
trainee progresses (because of longer rest periods and more warm up sets)?Mark Rippetoe:
You should be spending between 45-90 min for a novice program, warmup to finish. Longer than
that indicates socializing, shorter indicates something left out, usually rest between sets.Texas
Methodsci-muscle: I have almost 2 years of consistent barbell training under my belt and have
been stalled for awhile. I want to try the Texas method to build strength on the slow-lifts (big 3
PLs), but I am not sure how to set it up. This is the best I can come up with, does it look effective
and if not how would you fix it? (3-day workout that omits cleans)Mark Rippetoe: Looks pretty
close to me, save for the standard omission of cleans, which I guess I'd better get used to.sci-
muscle: I would love to do cleans, but I train at home and don't have bumper plates...is it safe to
do them if I can't drop the bar? One idea I had is to front squat the bar down to the power rack
and then reverse deadlift it from there...but that would be a major pain in the ass to do after
every rep of course.JMT: Your "if you're not squatting you're a pussy" argument seems to have
driven people to squat more. Perhaps you could utilize a similar motivational tactic to get people
to do power cleans.Mark Rippetoe: Cleans should be done instead of RDLs in that sample
program. They can be done without bumpers if you just , and that could be your RDL. How do
you think we did them in the 1970s? I don't know why people are afraid to learn how to clean.
Rows got subbed very early in the internet versions of the program, so I know there must be a
visceral dislike for doing complicated explosive movements. But think about it: what does the
modern health club industry teach? And where do most people train and learn about this shit? Is
it any surprise that most people won't do what they are not allowed to do, and have been taught
is unnecessary, dangerous, and unproductive?Warm set rest periodsCskolnick: For my warm
ups, is the time spent adding plates to the bar between sets generally the amount of time I would
want to spend between sets?Mark Rippetoe: It would be for the first few, but as you get stronger
and the work sets get very heavy, you need to rest more between both work sets and last
warmups. Remember that warmups facilitate work sets – they should not interfere with them,
because they are the whole point of the workout.Lowering the weight after a power



cleanhowardw: I workout in my house so I don't want to drop my bumpers and therefore lower
and catch the weight around the thigh after each rep and lower it to the floor from there. Is there
a weight at which this becomes dangerous? And is there any physical benefit to catching the
weight in this manner (just curious)?Mark Rippetoe: This is the way it was done for decades,
before God made bumper plates, and is one reason the old guys were stronger. The negative
work is the other half of the stimulus that we have given up for the convenience of dropping the
bar. Lower away.Improving pull-ups on SSbango skank: I'm getting my strength back up after a 2
month hiatus and using the orthodox Starting Strength model. I started with about 75% of my
previous 5RMs and am not hitting old PR's until Week 6. I'm currently on Week 3. I'm 28, 5'8"
and 150 lbs, last I checked. It's possible I'm heavier. I doubt I'm any older.I want to improve my
pull-up numbers (dead-hang, not kipping) while doing SS. My previous bw chin-up pr (~2
months ago) was 20 unbroken reps with full ROM. I'd still like to alternate deadlifts and power
cleans every other workout, so basically I want to add them on as supplementary... well, actually,
I already have: I've been doing 3 sets of bodyweight pull-ups, taken near or to failure, after
Workout A, and 3 sets of bw chin-ups (near/to failure) after workout B. Everything else is the
same, no additional ab work or anything. At the moment my 3 sets of pull/chinup numbers are in
the neighborhood of 12-7-5, with about 3 minutes rest taken between sets. I was planning on
adding 10 lbs. once all three sets got up to 45 total reps (if they ever do). Would you change
anything?Mark Rippetoe: It may be a problem for recovery if you chin/pullup every day,
especially at that light bodyweight. But it might work if you are eating enough to keep some
bodyweight gain accumulating. Any reason why you're still this light after a previous go at the
program?bango skank: Well, when I first started I weighted about 140 and I got up to 170 on SS
including a fair amount of bodyfat, then I got down to a lean 155 and stayed around there. I'm
currently eating pretty generously. I guess the subtextual question is; will SS alone improve my
pull-up numbers? Need I even add in specific pull-up work? And if so, to what effect?Mark
Rippetoe: You need to do pullups/chinups if you want them to improve, yes. They have to be
specifically worked. Your bodyweight is, of course, your business. But I am 52, 5'8", 215, and
have recently done 19 dead-hang chins. My point is that it is possible to be good at chinups at a
heavier bodyweight that facilitates a more efficient squat, press, and deadlift.Press/bench's
sensitivity to weight changeStu: I recall you mentioning in an earlier post that presses are more
sensitive to bodyweight changes than other lifts. I've found once again than my presses seem to
be stalling, while my other lifts are not. I assume that if I'm resting enough to keep gaining on the
squat, dead and clean, that I'm also adequately rested for the presses. Would it then be most
likely that I'm not eating enough?Mark Rippetoe: Not necessarily, because the press is also the
hardest of the main lifts to improve because of the size and number of the muscles that
constitute the prime movers of the lift. For this reason the jumps for the press are smaller than for
the other lifts, and progress usually stalls there first. This also means that microloading the press
is more important than for the other lifts.New lifterscasbah: As a new lifter last year I started SS
and like many others had crap squat form. Thanks to getting misinformation on the bb forum I



started adding weight and ended up with bad knees and back. I posted on here asking for
advice but it was too late, I had already f*cked things up. I studied the descriptions in the book
over and over yet still didn't understand the concepts of a proper squat. You'll have something
humorous to say, but I am an intelligent lad and yet no studying could translate into proper form
without the guidance of a skilled trainer. It just isn't that simple when you don't know how, when
you have no experience and you really don't understand the exercise or lifting in a general
sense.I think realistically, months are needed to study and learn a safe squat. Then an additional
month just for form adjustments. After all that is what's most important, right? Yet clearly hardly
anyone is aware of this at the beginning and therefore go through long stages of lifting with bad
form picking up bad habits along the way.Mark, how dangerous do you see lifting beginners
squatting with no PT or expert guidance at the gym? I've watched countless videos on here and
most of them have the same old issues; sliding knees, looking up, butt tucking etc. It seems very
few beginners can get sufficient understanding of the physical requirements of the squat in the
early stages of their lifting career, putting them in danger. Thoughts?Mark Rippetoe: My thoughts
are that for many years I have successfully shown many people how to squat correctly the first
time I worked with them, that I do this with 25+ people at our , and that my book quite thoroughly
explains the basics of correct form and has enabled lots of people to pick it up by themselves in
far less time than you seem to think is necessary. All these people can squat with significant
weight almost immediately, and therefore begin to get strong that day. The process you are
describing sounds more like Tai Chi than barbell training, and – being polite here – I would
dispute the necessity of the timeline you advocate.Understanding assistance exercisessdds: My
question is how assistance / ancillary exercises tie in for say a bodybuilder. I mean looking at the
average trainee split it’s mainly just a bunch of assistance exercises rammed together with the
exception of bench. A bodybuilder needs the 'main lifts' I guess because this is what drives the
progression. The assistance exercises complement by adding workload/strengthening - fixing a
week point for a lifter / refining a bodypart for the bber. So for someone like me adding
assistance work is pointless because everything is weak and I need general training.Also from a
general strength training perspective what makes a complete lift, e.g. why is the barbell row an
assistance exercise and the bench press a complete exercise?Mark Rippetoe: The word
"bodybuilding" immediately makes me stop paying attention to most questions, but your
assessment is correct about the use of assistance exercises in that particular activity and how
they relate to people who actually train. Your question about rows vs. bench is interesting. The
BB row is an assistance exercise because it doesn't train anything that can't be done with other
exercises, while the bench press trains upper body strength in a way that no other exercise
does, and makes a significant contribution to upper body strength.2 Q's: Grip width on Bench;
small plates on DLDrewfasa:1) In SS (p.80) you recommend a bench press grip between 22-28
inches wide at the index fingers. I understand that the scoring is 32" apart on a power standard
bar. I had been used to gripping the bar with index fingers around this scoring - I was uncoached
and this felt comfortable. Having just finished SS 1st ed. (2nd ed. is on the way over the Atlantic



right now) tonight I adjusted my bench press, including narrowing the grip so as to keep my
entire hands about 1" inside the scoring. This feels 'weird' and a bit wobbly.Are my shoulders
wide enough to warrant my earlier grip? (32" between index fingers) I measured my shoulders
and they are 21" measured across the chest from the widest points. Or is my discomfort simply
the result of bad habit?2) My university gym is rather pitiful and doesn't have Olympic discs. I
believe the 20KG plates are Olympic standard, but the rest are smaller depending upon weight.
Having last week deadlifted 170kg with what I know now is terrible form, I know find that I cannot
quite DL 60kg without losing lower back position when using proper form (or at least, more
proper). This means I have to use the smaller 10kg plates for deadlifts, and cleans. Am I better
off just bending lower to start properly, from the floor (because of the shorter plates)? Or should I
compensate by not setting the weight down but stopping a few inches short? Should I just man
up and start with 60kg and hope my form will improve as the weeks pass? Or is there a solution I
haven't thought of?Mark Rippetoe:1. I'm 19" in that dimension, and I use a grip about 27". Try
using your little finger on the score mark. That should be wide enough for a behemoth such as
yourself.2. I find it hard to believe that a 170kg bad deadlift is so bad that 60kg is your new work
set weight. What is wrong with your form that lowering the plate height would not make worse?
The vast majority of people having DL form problems are not flexible enough to get in a good
extended lumbar position, and lowering the plate diameter would make this worse. Stopping
short on the way back down just keeps the problem from getting solved. You just have to stretch
out your hamstrings, fight your back into a good position, and make your form better with the
equipment you'll be using from now on in every gym you train in, the standard diameter 20kg
plates.Absolute Novice Needing Advicegannimal007: I'm a 34 y/o complete novice to strength
training. I'm 6-1, 203 lbs, 34 y/o (20% BF) and have read SS. I have been through 4 workouts
(5th Wed. Morning) and after reading hundreds of threads here I need to change some things
and need help.1 - I am failing on the 3rd or 4th rep already on BP and SP, sometimes in the 1st
set (BP - 125 lbs, SP - 95 lbs). Should I continue at that weight until I hit all of the reps or drop a
few pounds and reset?2 - I have soreness in quads - probably due to leg pressing instead of
squatting them b/c of knees forward, ass not back, etc ... I'll fix it.I began at 165 lbs and have
progressed to 195 but was failing yesterday and couldn't get past 3 or 4 reps in all of my squat
sets - should I start over w/ correct squats at a lower weight?3 - I read in another post that many
male novices at your facility begin at 105 lbs on the squat - did I start entirely too heavy on all my
lifts? Starting weights ...BS - 165 (failed at 195 last wo)SP - 85 (failed at 95 last wo)BP - 115
(failed at 125 last wo)DL - 245 (succeeded 265 last wo)Clean - 95 (succeeded at 115 last
wo)Mark Rippetoe: I think that all your problems are the cause of starting too heavy and
accepting less-than-adequate technique on your work sets as a result. The 3 sets have to be
done with absolutely correct technique, especially at first, or any subsequent increase will be
building on an inadequately prepared base. You CANNOT be at failure intensity your first weeks
on this program if you have chosen your weights correctly. Reread the programming part and
start over before you fuck something up that cannot be unfucked later.How to know what jump to



use doing simple progression?Ganondorf: In your simple progression advice in PPST you
recommend making jumps of 10-15lbs. for squats, 15-20 lbs. for deadlifts, and bench presses,
overhead presses and cleans 5-10 lbs. per workout. I started lifting again for the third time about
3 months ago. I lifted for 4 weeks, took a week off, 4 weeks then took another week off. These
workouts consisted of 3x15 lunges and DB squats (holding dumbbell on chest). Then I followed
the SS program verbatim for about a week and a half before I had an issue and couldn't train
except with the bar for a week. I started back SS again, and my 6th workout will be
Saturday.Before I stopped SS I felt that I could move up 10-15 lbs. on the 3x5 squat weight; it did
not feel heavy enough. When I came back, I only got 2 reps on the last set at that weight. Next
two workouts I did the weight for all the reps. Workout after that, went up 10 lbs. and then the
workout after that another 10.Should I keep moving it up by 10 until I can't get all the reps on the
last set, and then add another set of 5 at 10-20 lbs. less weight to get the volume in? Or would it
be better to at some point, I guess going off how I feel, start tapering the increases down so I
always get all reps in a set? I wonder about the second option as going by how you "feel" doesn't
always seem to be useful in defining your limits.Mark Rippetoe: You should do the program as
written. You should carefully plan your increases so that you always – and for a long as possible
– get all the reps in all three sets across. This is how long-term progress is accomplished.
"Feeling" is untrustworthy for a novice, because it is not based on experience. Stick to the
program, grow stronger, and you'll eventually develop the judgment to vary the program. But not
now. Just do it as written.Progressmaritime: I am doing the program by the book and drinking as
much milk as possible (sometimes 1 gallon, sometimes less. stomach does not like it so
much.)12/11/08 6'4" 198.2 lbs ~17% bodyfat12/26/08 209.8 lbsSquats 115 lbs > 160 lbsBench
80 lbs > 125 lbsDead 170 lbs > 245 lbsPress 75 lbs > 85 lbsClean 45 lbs > 95 lbsThe last 3 days
of squats I have done 2X5 and then failed on the last set on rep #4 and had to dump. I have still
been going up 5 lbs each workout though... I think i might need more rest time between sets.
Deadlifts are going up strong, bench is going up strong, cleans are getting better, I am working
on technique. Muscle is going up, but bodyfat is definitely going up as well.Mark Rippetoe: If you
have been doing the program, you have had time to do about 7 workouts since you started. The
last three of them you have failed to get all of your work sets. I would submit that failing to do all
of the work sets on what is essentially half of your training is NOT DOING THE PROGRAM.
Something is wrong, whether increases or rest time or form. Fix it.Training volume and
dietingsdds: I wish to drop some of the fat gained over the last few months so have reduced my
calorie intake and added a little cardio, as one does. I realize by doing this I am reducing my
recovery and ability to put weight on the bar. My squats seem to be the most affected exercise
so far with deadlifts next in line.My question is (I don't want to mess with the plan still being a
novice) should training volume reduce at a time like this when an athlete wishes to drop bodyfat?
Would stepping back for 6 weeks help in maintaining or allowing slow progress in my lifts, would
you just reduce work sets? I don't really have any experience of dieting with a strength
programme.Mark Rippetoe: You can either moderate your volume, a requirement if your diet is



not supporting your training load adequately, or you can reevaluate your desire to drop bodyfat
at this point in your training progression. I would submit that if you are making good progress on
your strength with a linear progression, and that since you know this pace of progress will
eventually slow, that this might not be the best time to alter the program. Fat is easy to take off,
easier than strength is to gain. Do it later.Power Clean versus SnatchBrandon E: I would assume
that you include the power clean in the program instead of the snatch because of technique
concerns. Would you recommend someone with exposure to Oly lifts and is following the
program simply to increase their numbers to sub snatches for the clean? Or do you think a
certain weight should be hit first, i.e. being able to perform a body weight power clean before
advancing?Mark Rippetoe: I wouldn't sub them completely, since if you do you don't get to clean.
Just alternate them.Draco: Yes, this is my question too. I want to learn power snatches at some
point down the road, but how strong should my power clean be before I consider them? Like
Brandon suggested, is being able to clean one's bodyweight a good marker?Mark Rippetoe:
There is nothing about snatches that requires that you be able to clean any particular weight
before you learn them. How do you think junior Olympic weightlifters start?Definition of "failure"
w/ chin-up's & pull-up'sStevo: Per your coaching, I now do chin-up's & pull-up's using the full
ROM. With the rumblings in previous posts, there was talk about how to program exercises using
"bodyweight" & going to "failure". Is "failure" defined as a) starting at the bottom & not being able
to go up at all or b) just not being able to clear the chin above the bar or c) your shoulders
becoming dislocated?Mark Rippetoe: Failure" means not getting your chin over the bar. Now,
this doesn't mean that you get to raise your chin up to the level of your eyes by tilting your neck
back. You have to keep your neck in normal anatomical position when you chin too.Plate size on
deadliftVolador: I've recently been thinking about this: My gym has two types of 20kg plates; one
variety is thicker and smaller in diameter and the other one, the opposite. I'd say, approximately,
the smaller ones measure 12" in diameter and are measured in kilograms, and the bigger ones
are 16" and are measured in lbs (45). I had never thought about this until I read the deadlift
chapter in SS and saw it mentions specifically the importance of the starting height of the bar on
a deadlift. I really don't know which of these two are of the standard measure you mention. I've
been using the smaller ones, just because, but I suppose I could lift more weight with the bigger
ones. Do you recommend any plate type in particular between these two?Mark Rippetoe:
Standard plate diameter for both barbell sports is 45 cm or 17 11/16". Make your plans
accordingly.Starting strength for "Starting Strength"tonester: Just wondering what is the initial
status of the young trainees you deal with. Do they come to you with some semblance of
exposure to physical activity? Do they come to you straight off the couch and Playstation? The
reason I ask is because I tend to steer raw beginners towards developing strength and stability
with bodyweight work before loading them. Your take on this would be appreciated (as well as
educational for me).Mark Rippetoe: I have started very young underweight kids with the same
program I use in the book. The advantage to barbell training over bodyweight training is that
barbell training intensity is almost infinitely scalable, and bodyweight training is not. Squats are



usually within the ability of most people, but I have trained many overweight people who could
not do an air squat and who had to be started on a leg press machine. Most everyone can
manage a deadlift with some weight. Lots of people can't do pushups – everybody can bench
press and press something.Best way to progress?banderbe: Is it better to continue from workout
to workout using the same amount of weight increment for a given exercise until you miss reps
and then reset, or would it be better to anticipate failure by noting when the weight gets very
heavy and you barely get the last rep, and drop the weight increment down for that exercise at
the next workout? I don't believe this is covered in BBT but my apologies in advance if it is.Mark
Rippetoe: It's not mentioned specifically, but you can do it either way. If you're sharp enough to
know that the next 10 lb. jump is not going to go, use 5. If that was ridiculously easy, you were
wrong but you're not stuck.Been lifting for 3 years-SS?Trojan50: I have been training for several
years now and I've run numerous cycles of 5x5 and other bodybuilding (worthless) programs. I
even tried SS a couple of years back, but was too stubborn to think I could get some size gains
in that rep range.With that said my numbers flat out suck, and I would like to change
that.Bench-195Squat-250Deadlift-315I'm 5ft 7, 170, at roughly 15% bodyfat and I know I need
to get stronger in the big 3 if I ever want to have a solid muscular build. Even though I've had a
few years of training do you feel I could still benefit from Starting Strength? I'm sure you're sick of
hearing this, but I'm also an endomorph at 15% and I don't really want to gain a lot of fat (which
is what would happen if I drank 1 gallon of milk a day).Mark Rippetoe: The thing I'm sick of
hearing is that you want to gain muscular bodyweight, you know the program works to that end
for everybody that's tried it, yet you think that your need for a svelte waistline supersedes the
correct application of the program. Boys, fat is just not that hard to lose, while muscle mass is
damned hard to gain. Bodybuilders 30 years ago all knew this, and incorporated it into their
training year, at least until it became more important to be available year-round for photo
sessions; this is when exogenous hormones became so important.If you've trained for a few
years but never done a linear strength progression, it has the potential to work for you for several
months. I've said here before that a linear progression is always your default training mode, even
if you are advanced and coming back off a layoff.Deadlift frequency and DL/Squat ratioDavid:
I'm a little confused as to how the DL should keep pace with squats using SS if DL and PCs are
alternated (e.g. the Onus Wunsler workout). For a two week period, a trainee squats six times
and at best deadlifts twice. If we assume a 20 lb increase/session for DL and a 10 lb increase/
session for Squats, this leaves a total increase over two weeks of 40 lbs for DL and 60 lbs for
Squats. How is it that deadlift should remain stronger than squats over a period of months
(years)? Are my increases per workout off?Mark Rippetoe: You are assuming that the DL and
the squat started off at the same weight, and that would be incorrect. The deadlift for everyone
I've ever trained is always about 1.5 to twice as strong as the squat at first, so the squat needs to
catch up anyway.Connor Mc: In line with that, for the average trainee (say, intermediate), what
relationship do you tend to find between them? (How much stronger does DL continue to be
than the squat, I mean.)Mark Rippetoe: Remember that linear increases slow by 6 months or so



for most people, and for essentially everybody in 9 months, so by the time linear increases for
the squat have stopped and the deadlift has slowed too, the squat will have approached the
deadlift. And most normally proportioned people that have no grip problems and train the
deadlift effectively will always pull a little more than they squat without a suit and wraps.Benching
without spotterstscw1: I'm coming to the point where my bench press is about to hit the limit and
although it's not at a weight where my arms will snap and drop the bar on myself, eventually I will
be unable to finish my sets. The issue is I have no spotter, so if I do get stuck I'll have to roll the
bar down me, which would be unfortunate, painful and a touch embarrassing. Do you think I
should switch to dumbbells which I could just drop to the floor if I get stuck, but is harder to get in
position to bench press?Mark Rippetoe: You can avoid being stuck on the bench by learning
how to gauge whether or not your next rep will go. This requires that you be conservative but
observant. BUT, if you train by yourself and there is the slightest danger that you could get stuck,
NEVER COLLAR THE BAR. This way you can always dump one side off and get it off of you
before darkness closes in for the last time. This is very important: the bench press is where
virtually all of the fatalities associated with weight room activity occur, usually guys training alone
that get a crush injury or suffocation. So, TAKE THE COLLARS OFF THE BAR IF THERE'S ANY
DANGER AT ALL OF GETTING STUCK UNDER THE BENCH PRESS.Texas method and
bodybuilding bodyhockmasm: Most of what you preach is for strength training. Your PP book
talks about doing sets of 10 reps for hypertrophy and is geared for bodybuilders. What if that is
what I want to do as opposed to strength? Look like a bodybuilder? Will the Texas method or Bill
Starr method work to do that? Even if they use sets of 5?Mark Rippetoe: If you want to look like a
bodybuilder, that's fine with me. That is a matter for you to discuss with your God and your
psychologist. But even a bodybuilder is a novice strength trainee until he's an intermediate. The
fastest way to gain muscular bodyweight – the supposed goal of a bodybuilder – is with a linear
progression on the basic barbell exercises. And 5s are the way this progression works best.New
old kidone_one_six: I am a 79 year old male. 5'10", 195 lbs. about 27-30% fat and very out of
shape. Cleared by doctor to begin Starting Strength. I will be working at home, with a non-
Olympic barbell (15 pounds)and about 130 lbs in plates, no cage, no bench; no room for them in
condo. In future possibility of joining YMCA where would be available.Plan is to do the SS
routine, squat or deadlift, bench (with dumbbells), press, and bent row (don't really follow the
procedure for the clean - plus I am on second floor and don't feel jumping would be acceptable).
Starting at very low weights (dumbbells 20 lbs, bar 25 lbs) and slowly work my way up, aiming
for say 145 DL, , squat with whatever I feel comfortable with sans any way to get on my back
other than lift it up (65-75?), db bench maybe 50, press maybe 75 and bent row 145. Did some
searching for info on seniors, over 60s, 70s, couldn't find anything. Do you think this is a good
plan?Mark Rippetoe: I'd strongly encourage you to change your situation to one of adequate
equipment, for safety and program effectiveness. Specifically, if you don't have a squat rack and
plan on getting all your weights overhead, you are eventually going to hurt yourself, not to
mention the fact that a linear increase in load will become quickly unmanageable and progress



will stop.one_one_six: Thanks for your input Mark. Re-joined the YMCA today *before* reading
your post. Y has the benches, cages, etc., should be good to go. The plan is to go very, very
light, so much that if I were 50-60 years younger I would be laughed at. Expect some of the
younger guys will take pity on me and bail me out if I get in trouble.Mark Rippetoe: Fuck those
younger kids. You'll be fine.Too out of shape for Starting Strength?RVD: I guess I'll start with my
stats first. I'm 33 years old, 5 foot 7 inches, and 223 pounds. My waist is about 40-41 inches. I
estimate I should really lose approximately 40 pounds of fat. Not too strong for my size. I can
Bench about 150lbs. x 10-12 reps. Best Squat was 13 x 170lbs. (no belt).Anyhow, I think my
problem is that my work capacity is just terrible. For instance, I could start the routine in Starting
Strength with about half the weight I am capable of using, and I wouldn't last more than a week!
I've even had problems with routines that were very similar to yours, but only 2 days per week. I
would start light and try to be conservative with my poundage increases. And yet, I would burn
out within about 3-4 weeks. When I say "burn out", I mean headaches, dizziness, loss of
appetite, can't sleep well, etc. I've literally been through this several times now, and didn't really
get anywhere, didn't even get a chance to lift heavy. Please don't get me wrong. I can certainly
push myself very hard, but it was always on a routine that was very low volume/frequency (like 1
set per exercise, training less than 2x per week).My question is, other than trying to ease my way
into the Starting Strength routine with ultra light weights, is there something that I could do to
bring myself up to speed? Someone even suggested that I should forget about lifting weights for
2-3 months, and focus exclusively on cardio. I have access to plenty of cardio equipment at my
gym, and I can also run/walk if you need me to. Although, I would like to keep lifting if possible.
So, what would you suggest?Mark Rippetoe: There exists a weight at which you can start each
of the exercises in the program, although they may be very light. And there also exists an
increment by which each of those weights can be increased each workout, although it may be
very small. But the laws of physiology apply to you just like they do to everybody else. You will
adapt to stress applied in a linear progression, and it may take longer than for other people but it
will occur. The only reason it would not occur is the presence of a profound metabolic disorder
like uncontrolled diabetes or muscular dystrophy. The only reason it would occur more slowly
than for others is the presence of profoundly terrible genetics, or a failure on your part to eat and
rest correctly. Other than that, get busy.Form limitations on strength?rmscott_75077: I've been
lifting for a long time (over 10 years). My results are pitiful for the amount of time I've put into it.
Anyway, if it matters any I'm 42, 6' 1", 215lbs about 25% body fat (24 hour fitness measurement).
One more thing, my arms are a bit short for my height. I've decided to follow the beginner
program. It seems all these years, my squat form has been wrong (well way off). It seems a bit
difficult to correct some of these learned patterns. I seem to be limited by flexibility, lower back,
and hips. I'm using less than half the weight I used to. I'm really concentrating now on proper
form with lower weights.So my question is, how long does it usually take to start getting weights
up higher for someone in my circumstance? How long can I expect to retrain myself to use
proper form on squats? Deadlifts, I am using very little weight. I actually have never done them



before and really have to think a lot about my form. Right now, I'm deadlifting less than my bench
to try to get my form down.Mark Rippetoe: Your progress will follow a linear trend for a shorter
time than a true novice, but it will nonetheless progress faster if you stick with a linear
progression. This is because you have previously just fucked around, and now you are actually
training, working hard over a full ROM with increasingly heavy weights that force an adaptation
where there has been no adaptation before. I don't know how long this process will continue
since it depends on many factors, not all of which you control. I see no point in babying your
deadlift either; if your form is correct, just train it normally as the program calls for and let it get
strong so that your back strength will improve along with your squat.And your gym is typical of
most commercial clubs. You'll eventually outgrow it.rmscott_75077: I finished my 3rd week. On
the squats I'm starting to feel much more natural. My old training partner looks at me a bit funny. I
used to do about 315 20 times, but at least 8 inches higher, now I'm doing 175 all the way down
with 5 reps but good form. I'll keep adding the prescribed weight each workout. My deadlift still
feels a little hard at the bottom hitting the form right. I'm also finding more concentration required
on the descent.Dumb question after the working set, is it okay to lower the weight to the bar and
keep practicing the form for a couple more sets? I find myself becoming fanatical and practicing
my deadlift and squat form a couple times a day with no weight at my desk.Mark Rippetoe: If you
get dependent on backoff sets for perfecting your form, when will you get correct form on your
work sets? I'd discipline myself by making my work sets the best sets, with no opportunity to do
them better at lighter weight.Elbow PainNotorious: I started having elbow problems from
squatting a little more than a week ago. I wasn't really paying attention to my wrist and elbow
position, and as it turns out, they were way off. I'm now squatting thumbless, with a much wider
grip, and making sure that my wrists are straight. 2 days ago, I had a relatively pain free workout,
but today my elbows were killing me during the workout. I made sure my wrists were straight --
there was no pressure on my wrists, so I'm not sure what went wrong. Pressing movements were
also painful (I attempted both). However, I have a feeling they would be fine if my elbows weren't
first aggravated from squats. So what do you suggest I do if the pain continues? Obviously load
up on ibuprofen, but should I work through the pain or work around the pain? I'm pretty sure I
can do front squats with no pain, so I'm considering just switching to those until the pain
subsides.Mark Rippetoe: You're probably carrying the elbows too low. Raise them so that they
are not under the bar holding up the weight. But there's another problem here, one that runs
through lots of posts on this board: where did you people get the idea that nothing was
supposed to hurt when you train?Notorious: Haha, so I take it from your response that if the pain
continues, I train through the pain as opposed to the front squat option? I should also mention
that I'm pretty sure it's mild tendonitis, since it also hurts outside of workouts occasionally (but
you probably already knew that).Mark Rippetoe: When something hurts when you're doing a
core exercise, you just stop doing it? No, you fix what's wrong with it, because it's important
enough an exercise to be one of the 5 we do.Power cleans and missing thumb-skinDrewfasa: I
was wondering if you have any home-remedies for the wear and tear that occurs to the thumbs



with heavy power-cleans? When I do my 8x3 PC workouts the skin between the webbing and
knuckle of my thumbs gets completely scraped off and ends up tucked under my thumb-pads
and I get blood everywhere. I'm using chalk, which is also good for soaking up the blood and
pus, but the irritation is interfering with my last few sets.Mark Rippetoe: This is why God made
athletic tape.Squat and Power Cleanjicjac:1. When squatting, should the out-spreading of the
knees occur during the descent or right as you near the hole?2. When performing the power
clean, during the jump portion, if the bar is "banged" by the thighs during hip/knee extension
doesn't this propel the bar away from the body and therefore make it harder to keep near your
torso during the shrug phase?Mark Rippetoe:1. It should occur from the top down, but it is often
useful to think about it at the bottom if depth or rebound are your problems.2. Not if you learn the
clean from the top using the jump. The bar touches your thighs as an artifact of the re-bending of
the knee, and the cue to "Bang" your thighs against the bar is useful after it has been learned
well enough that the bar is going up strongly already. What actually occurs is that the shrug
counters any forward momentum that may be imparted to the bar by the bang against the thighs,
and this forward force is minimal due to the fact that the jump is directed upward.Recommended
speed of SS repetitions?rmscott_75077: What is your recommended speed for each repetition
(squat, bench, press, deadlift)? Should it be slower for beginners learning the correct form and
faster for intermediate to advanced lifters? Or does it matter at all? I'm currently doing slow on
the downward movement of squats, but thinking about the ascent. I go faster on the ascent.I
hear you must train fast to be fast type of stuff. Just curious on your take, I'm sorry if this has
been answered before I didn't see it when looking over the book or by the search function, but it
may be previously covered.Mark Rippetoe: Movement speed in the slow lifts should be
controlled and slow until they are learned well and being executed with good technique. Then
they should be done as explosively as good form at 5RM weight will permit – slower on the way
down and fast on the way up – to maximize motor unit recruitment and power production. Cleans
obviously are always fast.Use a belt or keep going?Sawol: I'm up to 335x5 on deadlifts but I
haven't put on a belt yet. My work sets don't feel particularly difficult, especially when I warm up
properly and apply the Valsalva maneuver, but I do usually feel soreness in my lower back for
about a few hours after the session. Many people, especially my friends and people at bb.com,
say to put on a belt, but isn't it better for my strength to deadlift without one?Mark Rippetoe: No,
a belt is a damned useful tool if you are judicious about its use. You can make a harder ab
contraction against a belt than you can without one, and it allows you to safely lift more weight
than you can without it. I'd use it if I were you.A few questions, Coachfisch:When I squat, my
lower back rounds right before I hit parallel. Should I just do some stretching for a while to stop
this? I hurt my lower back because of this, so I’m taking a week off and I am kind of nervous to
start back up with weights with a rounded back, and was wondering what you would recommend
I do to fix this problem.I did get 3 weeks in, but after bumping my lifts up 5 pounds every
workout, I couldn't increase the weight for 2 workouts for the bench and the press. (I only have
2.5 lb plates) I don't think I should be stalling so early, so from your experience, do you know



what would be causing this? I think I should be still progressing every workout, since my
numbers are pretty low. (125 lb 5 RM bench, 75 lb press)If I bought squat shoes, would it be best
to only wear them for squats and get another shoe for the other lifts?Mark Rippetoe:1. This is
usually due to your knees not being shoved out of the way at the bottom. The thighs will block
your trunk drop at the bottom if you don't shove your knees out. This is sometimes related to
hamstring and adductor flexibility, but usually you can just jam your knees out laterally at the
bottom and fix it immediately.2. Jesus Christ Jumping Up And Down On A Stolen Pogo Stick. It is
being caused by your failure to get some small plates, as has been pointed out about 3 million
times.3. How many other lifts are you planning on doing that don't involve your standing on the
floor with a bar somewhere on your body? Yes, you may change your shoes when you bench,
although it seems odd to regard this as worthy of an answer on this highly respected – and I
might add, busy – forum.Should I be tired on rest days?Kyle5000: I've been doing the novice
program for a few weeks now, and I'm seeing progress in all of the lifts. I've been going up in 5 lb
increments every workout on Press and Bench. I'm doing deadlift every third workout and though
I've only deadlifted 3 times, I've gone up 20 lbs each time. I had a minor setback with my squats
with a quad injury, but that's gone now and I feel a lot better about my squat form, and I'm
increasing that 10 lbs every workout. I've gained about 5 pounds, and I'm still able to do more
pull ups and chins each workout. I'm going to try power clean for the first time tomorrow I
think.Thing is, I don't feel tired or sore at all on my rest days. I want to go to the gym. Does this
mean I'm not working hard enough when I am at the gym? I feel like I could deadlift more often. It
sucks only doing it once a week. I'm 22 years old, 5'8", and 170 lbs. One other question that
doesn't deserve a separate thread: At my height and weight, should I be doing GOMAD? I've
been drinking slightly less than a gallon a day of 2% so far. I have a little bit of a gut and I'd love
to stay at the same weight but cut that down.Mark Rippetoe: At your age, you should be able to
recover well enough that you might very well not be tired on rest days. Enjoy this while it lasts.
Perceptions of fatigue are not always useful for planning one's training – it's like the "pump" that
physiquers like so much, and may not tell you a damn thing. The only thing that counts right now
is that your strength is increasing in a linear manner.More weight each workout = you getting
stronger.The thing that will ruin your progress is your (hopefully) latent preoccupation with your
gut. If I were you – and I wish I was – I'd quit worrying about this silly aesthetic shit and enjoy the
fact that you are now making the fastest gains in strength you will ever make in your entire
training career. So yes, drink the GOMAD. The gut can be taken off later.Legspoiuytrewq: I have
been doing the SS program for 2.5 weeks now and I have been pretty steadily upping weight
each workout. My legs have definitely grown and I am going to have to buy some new pants
because they're all really tight in the thigh area now. However, I haven't really noticed much
change as far as upper body goes. Is it normal for legs to quickly get larger and upper body to
lag behind like this?Mark Rippetoe: Of course it is, since the leg muscles are larger to start with
and thus have greater growth potential.Learning the hook gripstronger: I've decided to start
using a hook grip to see if it helped my deadlift at all. I have a hunch that it's affecting my ability



to gain in the lift. I tried it yesterday and it seemed to work pretty well. I am right handed, so my
right handed hook felt a lot better (it was double overhand to try and get my strength up). Is this
typical to have a non-dominant hand's hook feel a bit off? I've looked in SS:BBT and your hands
don't look incredibly large, rather similar to mine. Can you make an effective hook?Mark
Rippetoe: I actually have large hands and can make a good hook. But I do not feel the difference
between my dexterous and non-dexterous hands in the hook. I assume you are using a double-
overhand hook as opposed to an alternate hook.JLascek: Should it be standard to deadlift with
the hook grip? Does that hold true when you use the alternating grip?Mark Rippetoe: The
standard grip has traditionally been an unhooked alternate grip, because the hook hurts enough
at heavy deadlift-level weights that it can be a distraction. This may be because a heavy deadlift
takes about 8 times longer than a heavy clean to do. But many lifters have used the hook grip,
the alternate hook grip, and the monkey grip for heavy deadlifts. Do what works for you.Win:
What is the monkey grip?jacob cloud: Rip, did you use the hook during meets?Mark Rippetoe: I
did not hook at a meet, because I never had grip problems. I can still double-overhand 405. A
monkey grip is where the bar rides down in the fingers below the level of the thumb, either
double-overhand or alternate. Gives you about an inch you don't have to pull.Routine for 30+
Lifterruzg: What routine (or rough guideline) would you recommend for a 33 yr old lifter
interested primarily in improving the squat & deadlift while maintaining bench & press?
5'9-170lbssquat 5RM - 175lbsdeadlift 5RM - 225lbsbench 5RM - 195 lbspress 5RM -
140lbsBeen going between SStrength and Texas periodization - for a year - gains have
stalled.Mark Rippetoe: These numbers at your bodyweight indicate either a testosterone
deficiency or an incorrectly followed novice progression.Ruzg: Some of it may have to do with
the fact I had never squatted prior to doing SS, also I have not been regular for more than 1
month at a time because of work travel. But the squat and dl numbers are alarmingly low I agree.
My bench actually peaked at 225 1RM and dl peaked at 255 2 RM. Squat has always been
abysmally weak. Perhaps an imbalance that requires preparatory work which I have never done -
not sure what prep work to do actually or how to get "diagnosed" - as for the test deficiency,
recent blood tests returned normal levels.Mark Rippetoe: The preparatory work necessary
would be your Novice Progression. Let's see: 5 lbs. per workout x 3 workouts per week = 15 lbs.
per week. Then, 52 weeks per year x 15 lbs. per week = 780 lbs.!!!!! My god, this didn't happen
now, did it?? In fact, no part of it happened at all, right? Had you done your Novice Progression
with 1 lb. jumps per workout for a year like you said you did, had you started with the 45 lb. bar
you would still be 26 lbs. stronger than you are now.Your testosterone may be normal, but you
seem to have wasted it. My diagnosis is that you have not followed the program.Light touch to
box38SS: Is it OK to squat down to a light touch on a box simply to confirm proper squat depth?
Specifically, I tend to struggle being consistent with the depth of my squats. One set I go too
deep, the next slightly too high.I don't remember where I picked up from but I find that if I do my
squats over a small cardboard box about 12 inches high, go just go down to a light touch, it
solves my consistency problems. I hit just below parallel every time. Instead of worrying depth I



can focus on hip drive, etc. With good timing, I really don't have a pause at the bottom. Horrible
thing to do?Mark Rippetoe: If you get in the habit of feeling for the box, you will never learn to feel
for the bottom of the squat.KSC: I sometimes use a band across the bottom of the rack or a
Dynamax med. ball but not for too long. People tend to relax a bit at the bottom of the squat
when they are reaching for an object instead of rebounding against the tension in their
hamstrings. This sometimes causes the knees to get shoved forward and also slows down
progression to heavier weights.Mark Rippetoe: KSC, as usual, is dead on the money. The
"bottom" is felt when everything in the posterior chain gets tight and the rebound occurs. If you
have done everything correctly – knees out, ass back, back angle correct – you will feel it at the
bottom and know you're there. If you lose tension in the hamstrings, your knees have dropped
forward and probably in.Expectations For Overweight Individualsjwm79: Have you ever trained
extremely large (300 +) people on SS? I am starting the program. I have bought a bench and
Olympic weights and plan on buying your book and a squat rack in the next couple of weeks.
You recommended The Zone diet, so I'll also be doing that. At 1800 calories a day, can I expect
to stall out pretty quickly being in a caloric deficit? Is it still possible to build some muscle and get
stronger? Were you a hard gainer as a beginner? Thanks for your time.Mark Rippetoe: So you're
not doing the program yet. You're going to wait a couple of weeks for your equipment and book
to come in, and you want to know stuff about what will happen without actually doing it to see for
yourself. You figured you'd wait until conditions were perfect to do this thing. This pattern of
behavior didn't just start recently, did it?Gordon Bombay: What, planning ahead and
strategizing? Bit harsh perhaps Mark? Maybe I'm missing something...jwm79: Point taken. Do
the fuckin' program.Mark Rippetoe: Yes you are, Gordon. But jwm is not.How long a pause
between squat reps?JohnFraz: The title pretty much says it all, but how long is too long to stop
and breathe? Or is there no such thing as too long a pause, if it helps get that next rep?Mark
Rippetoe: It varies with the length of the set. 5s or fewer get a breath between reps to reset.
Longer sets might take 2 breaths. During the last few reps of a true 20RM squat, just do what
Jesus tells you to do.Ryan: I always aim for a maximum of 2 breaths on my last rep of five. And
one breath for the previous reps. There is no science in it, but if I plan how many breaths I take, it
stops me being a pussy and taking too long.Mark Rippetoe: Good point: breathing can be used
to actually time the set and enforce your rhythm.JohnFraz: Dang, I think I just lost a few pounds
off my 5 RM.Mark Rippetoe: Howzat?JohnFraz: Because I was taking a lot more than one breath
between reps ... being strict on that will give me an honest, but probably lower, 5 RM ...Oh well,
had to deload anyway.Mark Rippetoe: No, no, no, things aren't this simple. There is never an
absolute answer to everything, except of course that you have to do your squats. If you are
working with enough weight that you need multiple breaths to get each rep, take them, but don't
just stand there and pray that the next rep will be easier. If you need 2 or 3 between, take them. A
novice should only be using one breath between, and I assumed that a question like this would
come from a novice. My mistake.JohnFraz: Thanks, Coach -- will keep the "stand there and
pray" limit in mind during my sets as I work up again this time.Ryan: Is there a difference



between the breathing patterns you should use for squats, and the one you should use for
deadlifts? The way I see it, is that whilst in between squat reps, you are still holding a heavy
weight on your back. In between deadlift sets you do not get this benefit. Is there a line between
a set of 5, and 5 consecutive singles?Mark Rippetoe: You'll tend to breathe more between heavy
squat reps than DL, because the weight is laying on your back making you tired while squatting,
and unless you let go between DL reps (thus making it 5 singles instead of a set of 5) you really
can't breathe down there anyway, so you might just as well go ahead and get it over with.Hip
DriveBlah3: When I’m squatting I have the hip drive working but as I’m driving up with the hips
and them coming up first this is causing my torso to lean forward and it feels that the weight is
shifting onto my toes. Is it right for my torso to be leaning forward as my hips drive up? If not how
could I stop this?Mark Rippetoe: The back angle is not supposed to change as the hip drive is
initiated. You have to keep the chest up as the hips drive. This is a common misunderstanding of
hip drive, and we see it all the time at our seminars. Your cue must be "keeping the chest up", not
lifting the chest.Meaning & Implication of failure of workout setsGregKee: It seems to me that
when I fail on the second or third set of my workout sets that what is really happening is that I
failed to give myself enough time to recover between sets. Since I've lifted that weight before (in
the prior set), then I have the muscle to move the weight and the only reason I failed was muscle
fatigue, not from too much weight.If this is mostly true then as I figure it the implication is that if I
get most of my work sets in, say I failed on rep 4 or 5 on the last set I ought to continue the
progression and add five pounds on my next workout. And, of course give myself additional
recovery time between sets. Does this make good sense? I am sure it is simplistic. Are there any
rules of thumb on how to deal with this situation?Mark Rippetoe: It makes sense on paper if you
assume that the only variable is inter-set fatigue. The fact is that a weight that is too heavy to do
for 3 sets across even with sufficient rest is too heavy to add to on the next workout. If the goal is
3 sets across, the first two sets must be light enough that the 3rd can be done in the context of
ATP replacement allowed by the rest period and the tissue damage and nervous system
depletion produced by the first 2 sets (substrate depletion is not a factor for sets of 5, and that's
one good reason to use them instead of higher reps). If the weight is too heavy, these factors will
override the recovery provided by even an extended rest between sets, and the last set will not
be 5 reps. Furthermore, if you don't get all three sets today, the same conditions will exist next
time, and you'll get 5,4, and 3, and it goes down the toilet from there. Try it and see for yourself.
No better way to halt progress.Deweighting between DeadliftsDave(DBD): I'm an intermediate
lifter, lifting for about a year and a half. I'm about 5'8", 170lbs with 1RM dead in the early 400s.
I've been having trouble pulling 385x5 recently. When I tried a different approach where I simply
let the weight hit the ground and come back up under the same reflex I was able to do 385x5, I
also did it under a single breath making the best of the Valsalva maneuver. The reflex motion
was kind of similar to the way SSBBT would suggest to come out of the hole on a squat (the
eccentric to concentric change). I know in SSBBT you stated this defeats the purpose of the
deadlift but could explain what exactly this robs the deadlift of? I've been researching the



mechanics of the deadlift lately and I think this explanation would solve a few things for me.Mark
Rippetoe: The deadlift is defined as starting from a concentric position. This is what makes it
hard. And dead. By turning it into an RDL, you have made it easier by using the floor and the
eccentric rebound for a bounce. If you want to do this, it's fine, but it's not a deadlift. You don't get
to redefine classic exercises to make your training poundages heavier. Please don't make me
elaborate on this.Problem with hand position in squatfreefall68: As recommended in SS-BBT, I
have tried keeping my wrists straight in line with my arms, but I cannot. May be my lower arms
are longer or may be it is a flexibility issue, but my wrists get bent under the bar. So far this was
not a problem since my squat weights were light. However, as I have started lifting heavier
weights my wrists are getting sore under the weight. Only way I can keep my wrists straight is by
taking a wider grip on the bar, which again is not recommended per the book. My question is if I
have to make a compromise and choose between a bent wrist and a wide grip, which one is
preferable?Mark Rippetoe: The wider grip, obviously. You can't allow mindless adherence to
advice that doesn't apply to you to be an impediment to progress. Think.1st month of
SSbaboseki: I've been doing the original SS program for a little over 4 weeks now (13 workouts
total). I'm 6'0" and I started at 165 lbs and I'm 176 lbs now. I've been doing the GOMAD thing but
my weight gain kind of stalled, so I started eating more to get the bodyweight up. I know you hate
spoon feeding information to people, but I guess I'm too much of a beginner to know what to do
next. I really don't want to stall so early. Is there anything other than eating more that I can do?
Mark Rippetoe: If your form is correct on everything, growth must occur for progress to occur.
You got a problem with eating more?Baboseki: Not at all. I just weighed myself and I'm 182 after
a big meal. My goal for right now is hitting 200 and probably more once I get there. I guess I was
just wondering if there is some super duper ultra secret programming trick that I could do in
addition to eating more and not being a pussy.Mark Rippetoe: You mean one that I know and
failed to put in the book? Now, why would I have done that?Baboseki: Point taken. I've been
making things more complicated than they need to be. I'll just shut up and go train now.Mark
Rippetoe: An excellent idea.Alternate technique for BB rowsLCN: Wondering if you have an
opinion about the technique described here, where the pull off the floor is initiated by middle
back extension rather than hip extension:"Rows: Well, the best way to do them is to start with the
bar on the floor every single rep. Your middle back will have slight bend to it. You pull the bar off
the floor quickly with the arms, and by a powerful arch of your middle… (whole bunch of detailed
shit about barbell rows and how they work, emg studies, muscles used etc.) ...getting an erector
workout."This was quoted by madcow2 on some other forum. I don't know who the original
author is.Mark Rippetoe: I do. My opinion about barbell rows is as follows: fuck barbell rows.
Really. Fuck them. Stop wasting time worrying about barbell rows and get your deadlift up to 500.
By then you'll have your own opinion and you won't have to worry about mine.Can weak lats hold
back a deadlift?Sawol: I deadlift 375x5, squat 315x5, bench 190x5, but I cannot even do a single
chin up at 206lb @ 20% body fat. Will strengthening my lats (or more generally, will
strengthening my chin up strength) help my deadlift? I feel that I have somewhat strong legs, but



my upper body, especially upper back, is pretty weak.Mark Rippetoe: I know good deadlifters
that cannot chin themselves. The lats are intimately involved in the deadlift, but they work
isometrically during the pulling movements. Getting them strong concentrically/eccentrically is
not absolutely necessary for a good deadlift, but it will help. And a guy ought to be able to do
some chins.How do you deem a deadlift a failure?LCN: If you can get the weight off the ground
in what looks like approximately correct deadlift form, but you can feel that you do not have
lumbar extension, should you give up and try a lower weight? I think the answer is yes and that
this sounds like a dumb question, but the reason I ask is I have seen a 1 RM video from a
powerlifter who had pretty bad thoracic flexion, and someone who seemed knowledgeable told
me that it still 'counts' as a deadlift if you have thoracic flexion, but not if you have lumbar
flexion.Mark Rippetoe: Are you doing the deadlift in a meet or at the gym? Are you a novice or
an advanced lifter attempting a new PR? Can you normally hold spinal extension in your work
sets, or is all your work done with a flexed spine? These are important considerations.Ending
novice phase and still relatively skinny?b33k4y: I am 6 feet tall and weigh approximately 165. I
am too fucking skinny. My issue is that my lifts are starting to stall and they are approaching the
intermediate values you note at the back of PP:ST. I have never tested for 1RM's, but my last
sets of 5 were 275 for deadlift, 225 squat, 165 bench, 140 clean (lower I know, I added these in
later and they aren't stalling quite yet) and 110 presses. I eat 4000 cals minimum daily and I
sleep around 8 hours. I thought by the time I was almost ready to move to intermediate I would
weigh more for my height. Should I start eating 5000 minimum? Or should I start microloading
then move to intermediate?Mark Rippetoe: Why do you not just eat 5000 calories and grow
some levers to see if you're really stuck instead of just too skinny? Hmm?? Maybe drink a gallon
of milk a day?? Hmmmm????b33k4y: I am an idiot.Mark Rippetoe: It is possible that you are.
But many people who are not idiots will not do the program because they want to "personalize" it
for themselves. Since you are a tall skinny young male, it has already been personalized Just For
You.Dead lift grip strengthEleazar: I have been on the SS program for about a 6 weeks now and
on my last 2 dead lift workouts I have nearly dropped the bar out of my left hand. I am pulling the
weight up fine so my weakness is clearly my grip. I have tried flipping my hands around but that
doesn't seem to help either. Do I continue to lift the same amount till my grip catches up? Go
with straps? Work on my grip with some sort of assistance exercise?Mark Rippetoe: An alternate
grip did not fix the problem, for a novice lifting novice weights? I find this hard to believe. How
much weight did you drop?Eleazar: I didn't actually drop the bar yet, but it ended up rolling
towards my fingertips on reps 4 and 5 when pulling 255. Then I switched up my grip on my next
dead day at 265 and I had the same issue. I am just using a regular grip (thumb over knuckle)
and I grab the bar near where my fingers meet my palm. Should I be using chalk?Mark Rippetoe:
Yes, eleazar, you should be using chalk. This is why it’s provided in actual gyms and why serious
trainees carry it into gyms where it is not.Lifting on asymmetric surfaceEgrof: My rack is in my
backyard and the surface I lift on is called “crazy paving.” After several weeks of doing the
program I started to notice that I sometimes emphasize one side over the other - it might have



been there before and I can't say for sure that it's the surface fault - although it probably is. There
is also a slight slope but that is something I can fix. The main issue is the height difference
between the blocks themselves. There is no gym in town and I have no other surface to lift on.
Since it's not my house and the backyard is used to host people - I favor a solution which isn't
permanent - but if anyone has a permanent one I will like to hear too. Should I worry about it or
just alternate sides each workout?Mark Rippetoe: Less-than-optimal training situations usually
result in less-than-optimal you-know-what.Maybe some Sackrete and a level would improve the
situation.KSC: Maybe you should move your bed into the back yard and your squat rack into
your house.Mark Rippetoe: Yes, it is important to prioritize.High bar squatspamparius: My
shoulders are pretty busted, due to martial arts-training and things of that nature. The low bar
position aggravates my shoulders something fierce, especially when I try to elevate my elbows.
Should I do the novice progression using the high bar squat?Mark Rippetoe: If you can't get in
the low-bar position, you'll have to use the high bar. It's not optimal, but many people have done
it that way for a long time now.Will single work sets allow linear progression?pnp_pc: If a trainee
has limited time to train, (45 minutes max per session) is progress in a linear fashion possible
doing 1 or 2 work sets on the SS routine? (Sort of like combining it a bit with Starr’s beginner
where the weight is ramped up to a single work set whether it’s five or a triple.) More to the point:
if you have to adjust something for time’s sake do you cut sets or exercises?Mark Rippetoe:
Single work sets will work for a short while for a rank novice, but will not serve to exhaust the
actual potential of the novice linear progression. So, if something must be sacrificed in the
weight room, it would have to be exercises, not work sets.pnp_pc: I appreciate you taking the
time to reply to this. Length of workout becomes an issue as the rest times between work sets
increases. A workout that consisted of Squat and Bench/Press 3x5 is acceptable then if time is a
factor for the trainee. Deadlifts/PC and any needed assistance exercises would be done as time
permits.Mark Rippetoe: Yes, but you should go to great lengths to ensure that time
permits.Judotaffy: Could you add volume by adding an extra training day, i.e. squatting 2 works
sets 4 times per week instead of 3 work sets 3 times per week? Are there any downsides to
adding an extra training day as opposed to doing more work sets?Mark Rippetoe: You could do
anything you wanted to, but 4x/week means that there is a workout without a rest day once/
week, thus fucking up the premise of novice progression.Thomas: Time is a problem for many of
us with families and jobs who try to balance our lives. It took me 83 minutes to get through the
prescribed SS # 1 yesterday, and that didn't include transit time or locker room time. It was a
Saturday so I got away with it. Resting takes longer than the actual exercises. One thing that I
have tried (and I don't know if The Boss will approve): you can probably recover from pullups or
chinups faster than you can from cleans or deadlifts, so when pressed for time, do the squats
and the presses and then try pulls or chins.Mark Rippetoe: You could also recover faster from
wrist curls than you can from deadlifts and cleans.Maybe that would be okay too, huh? I’m sorry,
but the program is what it is because its constituent components do what they do, and they have
a callous disregard for your personal situation.Bench press archquack23: Just bought your book



and tried benching with an arch after years of benching with a flat back. Afterwards I felt much
more soreness in the upper back than the chest/shoulders. Just curious if this is normal because
my back was significantly sorer?Mark Rippetoe: It is generally regarded as normal to experience
soreness in areas that have never been trained before that are now being trained.Dumbbell
Press FormAxegrinder: What are the key elements to good dumbbell press form?Mark
Rippetoe: Getting them out of the rack and cleaned into pressing position without tearing up your
shoulders in the process, controlling the dumbbells at the top, and not hitting yourself in the
head on the negative.Silly question about lumbar extensionelVarouza: This may seem silly, but
I've noticed something about placing my lumbar in extension. You know how the spinal erectors
are approximately shaped like a Christmas tree? Well, it feels that I can tighten my lumbar in two
different ways: flexing the bottom (the tree stem) or the top (the branches). Sometimes when I
squat or deadlift I can feel that the "upper" erectors (the branches) are nice and flexed, but I'm
unsure about the "lower" area (the stem).So this may seem silly, but is it possible for one area of
the lumbar erectors to be flexed while another area is relaxed, or is it that if I feel a strong
contraction in the "upper" area that it is also strongly contracted in the "lower" area?Mark
Rippetoe: The only thing silly here is your Christmas Tree analogy. In all my years in this
business it has never once occurred to me that your erectors and Santa Claus had anything in
common at all. The lower back is indeed hard for some people to consciously put into
contraction, and assuming that it will stay that way if you contract the muscles superior to it is not
a safe assumption at all. One of the most common kinesthetic deficits is a lack of ability to
voluntarily contract the lower lumbar erectors, and if you can't squeeze your low back into
extension because you can't feel the muscles contract, you can't really tell when it's extended or
flexed, and you certainly can't keep it that way if you don't know the difference in the two
positions. into a hard "arch" is a very basic piece of motor awareness and control that all lifters
and athletes should have.It is amazing how many people don't know how to do this. Every time
we have a barbell seminar I will introduce the participants to our program by standing everybody
up and determining whether or not they have voluntary control of their lumbar spine position. I
always find 2-3 people that don't, and we go through a series of movement cues I use to teach
the movement. We always get it done, and the reaction is always the same: the light goes on and
they are genuinely surprised – "I have never felt my back do that before." It is immediately put
into use when we squat, and it never fails to improve the quality of the movement. Without a rigid
lower back, power transfer up the spine to the load on the back or hanging from the arms is not
as efficient as it could be, and the lower back squeeze is a critical thing to know how to do.Long
term progression and goalsscotts: I lift in the silence and solitude of my basement, and though
this arrangement suits me, it does have one major disadvantage: I have no one's experience to
draw upon. A few weeks ago, I had a conversation with someone who informed me that, given
my time under the bar, I was not lifting the kind of weight I should be. Although I have no
particular reason to give this man's opinion any credence, it did get me to thinking: how the hell
am I doing, and could I be doing much better?I am 33 years old and 182 lbs. I have been lifting



for a little over 2 and half years. I did SS and have now moved onto Bill Starr's intermediate
program (as described in PP). My current PRs are: deadlift-410; squat-330; bench-260;
press-180; power clean-215. I'd like be deadlifting 500, squatting 400, and benching 300 before
the end of the year. I figure I'll need to be close to 200 lbs to accomplish this. So, am I
progressing poorly or well, and are my goals reasonable?Mark Rippetoe: The weights you're
lifting are not the criterion – it's the progress you've made and how you made it. There are few
absolutes here. I don't think these numbers are bad, but I don't know where you started. Your
goals are reasonable and attainable, but you might be doing lots of things wrong with no input
on either the fact that they are wrong or any way to fix them. As a general rule, the only people
that can train by themselves productively are older bodybuilders who are not concerned with
form on isolation exercises and who have already decided that their only training criteria are how
the workout felt and how they look in the mirror.Scotts: I didn't start out doing the SS routine. I
also took a three month period in I which I went from 210 to 160, after becoming determined to
lose my gut before concentrating on strength gains again. Here are the details of my last
complete cycle of SS.Late July 2008 (160 lbs): Deadlift-280; Squat: 210; Bench-185; Power
Cleans-140; Press-100.Late Feb 2009 (182 lbs): Deadlift-410; Squat: 330; Bench-260; Power
Cleans-215; Press-180.Mark Rippetoe: You're doing pretty well. But it will soon be time to get
some input from somebody with a coaching eye. The weights you're handling now will soon
demand a spotter, and it's a good idea to let somebody else judge your depth and your form on
a regular basis.MeasurementsGoat: I have, a little more than a week ago, started the SS novice
program and GOMAD. All is going well (still working on the power clean technique, but I'll get it).
This may well make me sound a bit crazy, but already (I swear) I've seen a noticeable size
increase, especially in my legs and my shoulders. Being the guy I am, I'd like to know if it's for
real or if I'm just bullshitting myself, so I'm going to take some measurements, and track the
progress.This brings me to my question. I've never done this before, and don't know how it's
typically handled, or if there is even a typical way. For instance, I would assume that I would
measure my thigh at its largest point, but would I flex the muscles or leave them relaxed? I guess
that's really my only question, unless there is something I didn't ask but should know.P.S. Just for
the record, I am doing the program for strength increases, hypertrophy is not my goal. But I'm
curious.Mark Rippetoe: If you want to track size increases, I'd measure the thigh at the largest
circumference (up by the crotch) in an uncontracted state with a tape that does not stretch. This
way, you'll be measuring the same thing every time and can see an actual change. The chest is
measured at the nipple line, unexpanded. Arms are measured at the peak of the bicep, elbow at
90 degrees with the muscle contracted. Calves are measured at the largest circumference, waist
at the navel. That's enough measuring.Warm-up Setsshibalnom: I have a hypothetical
(pointless?) question. All things being equal, if you had a trainee do SS with the warm-up sets
and another trainee jump straight to the work sets with no warm-up would there be an
appreciable difference in strength levels between the two after say 6 months? Just curious if the
extra practice from the warm-up sets would measurably increase performance.Mark Rippetoe:



There'd be a measurable increase in strength, yes, because the stupid idiot that didn't warm up
would be injured and unable to train.Unhappy with my deadlift. Advice?TravisRussellDC: I feel
like I do a pretty good job keeping the thoracics locked up to the 450. But, once I hit 500, I lost it.
I'm still having issues bringing my hips into play. I really only feel work in the hamstrings and
lumbars, never in my glutes or adductors. I know I need to work on the "chest up" cue, but I've
obviously got some work to do to get the hips involved more.Would you think that the loss of
extension is an issue of erector strength/awareness? Or could it be a problem with the
hamstrings not doing their job to keep the hips in place, which would decrease the adductor
activity since they're so closely related? Or, am I just completely missing the boat on something
else entirely? I have a habit of not seeing the things that are right in front of me, which is why I'm
hoping a non-biased set of eyes can shine a little light on it all.Mark Rippetoe: The problem is
your start position. The bar is in front of where it needs to be in order for you to be efficient off the
floor. On the second rep the bar clearly moves forward at the start of the pull, from a position that
was already forward of the mid-foot. Here is our method that we teach every weekend:Take your
stance, feet a little closer than you think it needs to be and with your toes out more than you like.
Your shins should be about one inch from the bar, no more. This places the bar over the mid-foot
(not the mid-instep).Take your grip on the bar, leaving your hips up. DO NOT MOVE THE
BAR.Drop your knees forward and out until your shins touch the bar. DO NOT MOVE THE
BAR.Hard part: squeeze your chest up as hard as you can. DO NOT MOVE THE BAR. This
establishes a "wave" of extension that goes all the way down to the lumbar, and sets the back
angle from the top down. DO NOT LOWER YOUR HIPS – LIFT THE CHEST TO SET THE
BACK ANGLE.Squeeze the bar off the floor and drag it up your legs in contact with your skin/
sweats until it locks out at the top. If you have done the above sequence precisely as described,
the bar will come off the ground in a perfectly vertical path. All the slack will have come out of the
arms and hamstrings in step 4, the bar will not jerk off the ground, and your back will be in good
extension. You will perceive that your hips are too high, but if you have completed step 4
correctly, the scapulas, bar, and mid-foot will be in vertical alignment and the pull will be perfect.
The pull will seem "shorter" this way.Try this during your warm-ups next time and let me know
what you think.101 Exercises for 101 Sets of 101 Reps at 101 lbs. Works Every Time.At
Anderson’s Gym we had a running joke about the 101 Program. I suppose I shouldn’t be
amazed that some version of it has actually been tried. Just so you’ll know, it was a joke. Really.
Don’t do it.Throwing, Injury and Starting Strengthaussiethrower: I used your training protocol in
Starting Strength for 12 weeks to rehab myself back to 70% of pre surgery strength ( I had knee
surgery to realign my knee cap in Feb, I returned weight training at start of April). I have since
moved on to my specific throwing training I followed before knee surgery. However I am still
using your protocols for some exercises.A few questionsI have a trainee who simply can’t get
into a squat position while holding the barbell correctly. It seems his shoulders and hips are very
inflexible. Can you suggest any exercises that will help him get more flexible in these areas?Can
I use the clean or snatch high pull instead of the power clean for this individual?Is it ok to add



some single-legged exercises to the Starting Strength program? Or should I remove a squat
session a week and add the single legged splits squats, lunges or Bulgarian squats?Would
rotating Deadlifts, Snatch Grip Deadlifts and Trap bar deadlifts every 6 to 8 weeks still work with
the Starting Strength Protocols?My guys are coming up to an important competition at the end
of October – would it be wise to de-load a few weeks out, that said how to I do de-load using the
Starting Strength Protocols?Mark Rippetoe:The squat itself is the best stretch for the squat. Jam
him into the correct position and make him do the squat as correctly as possible to the extent
that he is capable, enforcing position like you would if you were having him do a stretch, and
making as few accommodations to his lack of flexibility as you can while still getting a squat out
of him. He will improve quickly.You can, but it is a lower quality exercise. No one approaches a hi-
pull the same way they approach a clean or snatch, not even an advanced lifter, because you
know you're not actually going under the bar and the commitment to completing the pull is not
there. The answer to this problem is to get better at teaching the clean, and there is no better
way to do that than with a kid that doesn't move well. Hard cases are the best teachers of
teachers, so jump right in there.Single-legged stuff is not part of our program. These are
relatively advanced movements that, as far as I am concerned, apply to few athletes.
Asymmetric work is best done in the context of sport practice, not strength work, and the attempt
to make strength work so specific that it applies very precisely to sport reflects a
misunderstanding of why we train for strength and how it applies to overall sports
preparation.Trap bar deadlifts are silly, IMO. Just deadlift and see if the guy will give you your
money back for the trap bar.Novice lifters don't really need to taper for a contest, and
intermediate-level trainees just reduce volume and up intensity a couple of weeks out.Strength
and BP splits?Reform: My understanding of intermediate programming, from your book Practical
Programming, is that a trainee must organize multiple workouts within a week to disrupt
homeostasis and spur progress. The Texas Method example uses Volume, Active Recovery, and
Intensity days to achieve this end. This makes sense, and I enjoyed great progress on the TM,
but my question is: What then of people gaining strength on Body Part Splits?Inherently, they are
(or should be) on the intermediate or higher level in their training stages, yet they are able to gain
strength with only a 1x per week frequency. What enables them to do this? Or, does the super
compensation and hypertrophy they develop enable the gains? Would the strength gains
necessarily be slower?Mark Rippetoe: Novices can gain strength on body part splits, just like
they can gain strength on an actual full-body strength training protocol. The actual question
should be: why would a person who is sufficiently unadapted that they are capable of making
linear progress like a novice want to use a programming model that limits their ability to make
rapid progress? And the answer to that question is that they wouldn't if they understood that
body part splits waste training time for novices. If you can squat 3x/week, you can make faster
progress than on a split that only has your squat 2x/week. And body part thinking is not
performance thinking, so I don’t usually do it.Texas Methoddred807: I understand how the Texas
Method works and you outlined how to set up a routine for pressing and squatting. For pulling, I



am not so sure.... Would you recommend a top set of 5 on the loading day? If so, then would
Friday be a heavier triple in the deadlift? Maybe a max double or triple in the power clean?I
guess what I am getting at is how do you load for deadlifts and cleans successfully after squats
on Monday and how would Friday look?Mark Rippetoe: I get these questions all the time, and
they indicate to me a widespread problem: you people are always asking permission instead of
forgiveness. Look, try it several ways and see what works best for you, and get in the habit of
learning for yourselves. The guidelines in PPST are meant as a starting place, as illustrations of
principles, not as a surgical template for everybody's training.I appreciate that you trust my
judgment. But I don't have exclusive jurisdiction over the Texas method, and you may find a
better way to do it than I did. What is certain is that you won't if you aren't willing to trust your own
judgment, and this means depending on yourself to reason your way through your own training.
Try it several ways, and let me know how it goes.Maximizing the deadliftPMDL: Mark I was
curious as to how you'd program for someone at the intermediate stage with an interest in
improving the deadlift specifically. I can't see the Texas Method working all that well for it,
considering how the deadlift seems to fight back when it's exposed to higher volumes of heavy
work (I know, I've tried hahaha), but hell maybe you've seen different. I'm mainly curious as to
whether you've had anything that's worked well for that goal, or have anything in mind that might
be productive. Main reason I ask is that the lift seems so all over the place....once you're past a
point you just have to hope for the best and if you get lucky something you tried will be
productive.Mark Rippetoe: I used a deadlift program that did not involve deadlifting. For the
reasons you describe, I found it impossible to make progress by using the full movement, so
what we did was alternate the and the (described in detail in BBT) every other week, using
cleans and snatches for light day every week. They were easier to recover from and responded
to the same slow weekly progression that squats did. Starr gave us this program, and it worked
well enough to get me to 633 on two occasions.Craigrasm: Can you elaborate a bit of the
specifics of how you used the halting DL and the rack pull in preparation for a meet. In
particular:I think you mentioned in the new book that you like to use 5's on the rack dl, and you
like to use 8's on haltings. Did you ever pull any singles or triples on either version in a training
cycle for a meet?Did you only use 1 work set on each movement for the duration of a cycle?
Mark Rippetoe: I looked up some of my old workouts just to be sure, andI never did anything but
5 x rack pulls or 8 x HDL, unless I missed a last rep, andI never did sets across, just one heavy
work set after warmup. My records are sketchy from that time, but for an 8-week cycle I think I
might have started with 3 sets across very early in the cycle for a couple of weeks only, but for
various reasons I just let the one work set ride up to the end of the cycle.Craigrasm: Thanks for
looking that up Rip. Just to be clear, am I correct in assuming that you would go right to the meet
having only done 5's on the rack pulls and 8's on the haltings in preparation for the deadlift? In
other words, you did no regular deadlifts at all before the meet, correct?I am curious about how
you went about selecting your openers if you didn't do any regular deadlifting (to "gauge" things)
prior to the meet. I would imagine that nothing felt "heavy" in your hands due to the all rack



pulls.Mark Rippetoe: I could usually do a single DL with my 5RM rack pull. I opened about
17.5kg down from that and only counted on two attempts. Really, I only deadlifted in the warmup
room, DLs not being a particularly technical lift that needed a lot of weekly drill. But then again, I
was not a particularly good lifter.Plateau in different exercises - heterochronicityMladen: I didn't
have a clue how to name this thread/question... so bear with me. What would be your approach
in solving the 'phenomena' of reaching plateau and thus different programming need for different
exercises for a novice or even intermediate? In other words, what if progress stalls in bench
press sooner than in squat for the novice lifter? What to do then? You will almost never ever
'switch' from novice to intermediate (or upper level of programming) for all core exercises at the
same time, but rather there will be some sort of heterochronicity 'phenomena'.Mark Rippetoe: I
sure do like the term "heterochronicity". Yes, if different exercises plateau at slightly different
rates, it's obviously necessary to move their training along at corresponding times. However, if
there is marked variance between the rates at which the basic movements are plateauing, there
may be some discrepancies in the efficiency with which they have been programmed. The
novice/intermediate demarcation is a systemic feature, and individual exercise components –
although demonstrating some limited variation in advancement – should not reflect wildly
different rates of progress if they are programmed correctly. In other words, if your squat
plateaus to intermediate 3 months before your press does, you got in too big a hurry with your
squat or were too conservative with your press advancement.Various Questions Regarding
Trainingcorz422: Dear Mr. Rippetoe, I had several questions after reading through your
books.You wrote that a good way to train was to cycle a 5x5 through the movements of squat/
press/bench. How would I go about incorporating this into my program in terms of weight to use
relative to my usual 3 sets of 5?How would you recommend that I learn to do the dumbbell
bench as you posted somewhere that other than powerlifting it may be a superior exercise than
the standard barbell bench? What is the best way to go about transitioning in terms of technique/
weight used/and programming?What are the benefits of pursuing Oly lifting because in your
section on the power clean most if not all the benefits can be obtained my training the power
clean and power snatch? Are you planning to write any sort of book on Olympic lifts in the future?
I've been doing power cleans and my find that my form degrades severely if I do them after
squatting and pressing. I'm doing 5 sets of 3 for cleans. Would it be a better idea to do them first
after warming up?I've been following your program where I do 1 set of deadlifts at the end of one
of my workouts. Under what circumstance would I need to do possibly 2 sets? If I were to do
deadlifts on a day without squatting and pressing would it be safe to assume that I can do more
than my usual work set since I am not pre-fatigued? If so how much should I do relative to my
normal deadlift weight?What can I do to increase upper body explosiveness? The only way I can
think of is the dynamic effort method used by Westside gym. Is that what you would advocate as
well and how would I incorporate that into my program?I find that on my last set of deadlifts it
takes me a few seconds 4-6 to pause and reset myself for the last few reps. Is this bad?Can I
use an ab-wheel as isolation to strengthen my abs? If so how would I incorporate this into your



program?Mark Rippetoe:If you are ready to progress to 5x5, the first week use the weight you
used for 3x5 three workouts before you got stuck, to give yourself a little room to run before
things get too hard.Take the dumbbells out of the rack, figure out how to get down on the bench
with the dumbbells in position above your chest, and do the exercise. You're a bright guy, and
with me not there to show you you'll have to wing it. I usually recommend them as an assistance
exercise for more advanced lifters, and in this context they are done for higher reps. Try to run up
the reps on each set of dumbbells to a predetermined number, then jump to the next heaviest
pair. Let's say you started with the 59s and did 3 sets, 8, 7, and 6. When in three weeks you get
12, 11, and 9, go up to the 64s, if 12 reps was your goal.You pursue the Olympic lifts if you want
to be a weightlifter, or if you like to do the full movements. They are fun, not boring, and weed out
the fools. No book is currently planned.Yes, do them first if you want to focus on them.Do 2 sets
if you feel you need the extra work. Yes, it would be safe to assume that you'd be stronger if you
were not tired. If this is the case, do as much more as you think you can, based on your
familiarity with your training – a familiarity which I do not possess. But remember that deadlift
fatigue accumulates quickly to levels from which it is hard to recover, so 2 sets is plenty, and
probably too much for most people. I’d recommend you just up the weight a little and do one set
like you meant it.Upper body explosiveness is certainly the purview of the Westside people. I
use it myself. I've used it effectively on benches, presses, and chins.No, it is not bad to do what
is necessary to finish the set, unless it involves actually turning the set into a series of singles.An
ab wheel can be used as an ab exercise, and it's actually not a bad one. L-pullups are better, but
any hard isometric ab exercise is more functional than a situp. Incorporate them into your
workout like you would situps, only do them instead.corz422:Just an area of clarification. I was
asking in regarding to what you wrote in your book. To which I interpreted as doing a 5x5 sets
across alternating between bench/squat/press. I wasn't asking in regard to the 5x5 programs.
Would you recommend using this before I'm stuck to prevent being stuck?So basically you're
saying use higher reps for dumbbells? What's the best way to determine the predetermined
number?I do enjoy the O-lifts a lot. You are, however, saying that other than my enjoyment there
are no additional strength/power/athletic benefits to be derived from the full lifts relative to the
partial versions? I was reading somewhere that the squat clean teaches you how to receive
force better.Would doing 2 sets make my overall deadlift ability increase at a faster rate?Could
you point me in the right direction as to where I can find a reliable starting point into Westside's
methods in that regard?In your opinion at what point does it become excessive and turn into
singles?I guess I should flip through the Practical Programming book to figure out where to add
ab work?One more question: I was reading that heavy work 5 reps or below in the compound
lifts is very CNS intensive. HIIT training via the indoor rower or sprinting is also CNS intensive. In
that case, would it be safe to assume that doing HIIT before a lifting day or afterwards would be
a poor move for performance or recovery respectively?Mark Rippetoe:I'm sorry, but this reads
as gibberish. Do you speak English as a second language, a situation which might explain this?
Yes, I'm basically saying that since DBs do not lend themselves to lower reps you should use



higher reps. The predetermined number will be determined by you, and I believe I gave an
example for you to use that might aid in the predetermination phase of the workout.The full
Olympic lifts provide many benefits, among which is a longer range of motion over which
explosive force is applied. I do not know what force reception you are referring to, except that
you may mean racking the bar on the shoulders or overhead, which the power versions of both
of the movements incorporate. Your actual problem is convincing someone to teach them to
you.No, doing 2 sets will be much harder to recover from, and is too much for most people who
have progressed according to the program. If 2 sets were generally better, I would have used 2
sets in the program. I, however, did not.I would check with Westside, if I were you.It becomes
singles when you release your grip on the bar between reps.PPST does not address the issue of
where to put abs into your workout. It fails miserably with respect to this topic. Maybe you should
experiment for yourself and determine where they work best for you.And yes, it would be logical
to assume that activities which interfere with the optimum performance of basic exercises are
best not done in close enough proximity to those exercises to interfere with their execution.Amu:
1. I think he is asking whether you have recommended (in your book) doing 5 sets of 5 as part of
the beginner routine in order to prevent stalling.Mark Rippetoe: Then we'll just let him clarify. But
if he is asking this, he hasn't read the book, and he promised that he has.corz422:1. BBT p293
"In fact, one of the most effective intermediate strategies for the squat, bench, and press is five
sets across of five reps, done once a week as one of the three workouts, increasing the weight
used by a very small manageable amounts each week."Unless my understanding of this is
incorrect, I interpreted this to mean to do a 5x5 squat one week followed by a 5x5 bench press
followed by a 5x5 press in the weeks after. However, not every squat/bench/press will be a 5x5
as most of them will be done with 3x5. Is this what you meant? In your earlier response you
implied to use the weight 3 workouts before becoming stuck on 3x5. My later question was
whether or not I could do an occasional 5x5 to prevent getting stuck.Ok. Are you also saying that
it would be better to use descending # of reps instead of sets across?Does training the power
snatch offer any sort of tangible benefit versus training the power clean only for power?I'm not
sure I follow. Maybe this is the wrong approach but I was more wondering along the lines of
whether there was a website or book on how to get started and incorporate Westside principles
in the work outs.How would I quantitatively gauge how well extra ab work is for me?I apologize
for any confusion I may have caused.Mark Rippetoe:No, because if you do it this way you're only
squatting on Monday once every three weeks. And, if you nearly double your tonnage for the
workout by going from 3x5 to 5x5 at the same weight, you're likely to produce enough fatigue
that you do get stuck, since you were only adapted to the 3 sets.If you go to failure on the first
set, your next set will obviously be with fewer reps, or you didn't go to actual failure.Power
snatches make you pull through a longer range of motion, and thus strengthen a longer range of
motion. They are a little harder to learn, you can't use as much weight since the ROM is longer,
but they are a useful thing to know since knowing more stuff is better than knowing less
stuff.Consult Google. That's what Google is for.You don't speak English as a first language, do



you?corz422: What I meant to say is that how do I quantitatively gauge to see whether ab work
is paying off for me or not? Sorry I'm a bit incoherent but my English is usually better.Mark
Rippetoe: I suppose that if you are able to keep your spine stable under a heavy squat or pull, it's
working just fine. In what way would you possibly be able to quantify the benefits of ab training?
You can quantify a strength increase with your weighted situp progress, but aside from that I am
really puzzled.One rep maxLangolier: What's the best way to warm up for a one rep max? Sets,
reps, weight increments. Looking at the strength standards chart has me curious how to go
about this.Mark Rippetoe: A 1RM warmup depends on several things, including but not limited to
the weight of the 1RM (455 vs. 155), your experience (reflected largely by the 1RM relative to
your bodyweight), your injury status, your age (22 vs. 51), your sex (male vs. female vs. Big
Heather D), the temperature in the gym, the lift you're doing (SQ, PR, BP, DL, PC) and your level
of psych about the 1RM.As a general rule, outside a meet situation, you will know what your
1RM will be. At least you should have a very good idea. Back off from that number about 8% for
a boy, and about 6% for a girl not using drugs, and this will be the last warmup. Then divide the
space between that last warmup and the empty bar into roughly even increments -- the number
of which will depend on the aforementioned factors -- and do most of the actual warmup reps
with the first two or three lightest weights. Then single up to the 1RM.F’rinstance: Me doing a
355 squat: 45 x 5 x 5, 135 x 5 x 2, 225 x 1 x 2, 275 x 1, 325 x 1, 355 x 1. Girlfriend doing 225: 45
x 5 x 2, 95 x 5 x 2, 135 x 1, 165 x 1, 195 x 1, 210 x 1, 225 x 1.SS combined with
sportsprogressiveman1: For athletes who do sport specific workouts outside of weight lifting, do
you usually still have them do the typical SS routine? If the typical SS routine with sport specific
training is too demanding, what are valid ways of fixing the problem to allow a combination of
those workouts?Mark Rippetoe: Younger trainees – high school freshmen and sophomores –
can effectively do a novice progression during sports specific training, because their recovery
capacity is such that sports training will not interfere with strength gains. Most other athletes will
need a different approach.A novice linear progression doesn't take that long to do, a few months
at most, and most athletes benefit quite a bit from being significantly stronger. Given this, I feel
as though it makes good sense to approach a linear novice progression in the off-season, when
sports-specific training will not interfere with what will be an extremely important addition to
athletic ability. Once this is accomplished and strength levels have increased to the point where
linear progress slows, the athlete is an intermediate lifter and strength training can be effectively
integrated into sports-specific training without compromising important initial strength
acquisition.progressiveman1: For the sport specific training to not interfere with weight lifting, are
you suggesting doing a very small amount of sport specific training and focusing more on weight
lifting during the off-season? And will you give your opinion on how to incorporate sprints into off-
season training (frequency, volume, intensity- not numbers but an explanation) to, once again,
not compromise results from the weight lifting program?After one has finished the novice phase
in the off-season, are you suggesting they should seek consistent progress during the
intermediate phase when their sport is in-season, or should they just maintain during the season



and wait until the off-season to begin progressing with the intermediate phase?Mark Rippetoe: I
am suggesting that, for the novice, the linear progression model should be followed for the few
months that it will work without any other training at all. There will be time later for sport-specific
training, and the strength gains are beneficial enough that other training should be avoided
during this phase to let the trainee get as strong as possible. No sprints, no nothing.In-season
training for an intermediate should be designed primarily to maintain the gains that have
previously been acquired. This is in contrast to what a novice can accomplish during in-season
training if he is forced to both play the sport and pursue a linear progression: the novice can
make progress while the intermediate will have trouble, and the intermediate is strong enough
that maintenance of that strength keeps him functional in the sport while the novice must get
stronger to be functional.progressiveman1: I don't want to assume, so I want to ask you if the
best way to maintain the gains from off season weight lifting is to do the same workout
throughout in-season as was done lastly in the off-season? For example, the athlete finished the
off-season doing X frequency with X exercises with X weight, etc., should he just do that same
workout throughout the entire in-season?Mark Rippetoe: For an athlete for whom in-season
strength maintenance is appropriate, I advise that each major lift – squat, press, deadlift, clean,
bench press – be done 1x/week, with no assistance work.progressiveman1:1. At what intensity?
2. If I rid my weight lifting of those accessory exercises after I have completed the beginner's
stage, won't I get weaker in the accessory exercises and then also weaker in the main lifts?Mark
Rippetoe:1. At a weight that can be managed for 3 sets of 5 across, and using a significant
percentage of 5RM, say 95%, so that strength does not decay.2. The assistance exercises aren't
keeping you strong. They are allowing you to make progress after the basic movements stop
working in a linear fashion. Leaving them out allows you to recover from football practice and the
basic exercises you'll use to stay strong.SS combined with Muay ThaiRegielya: I have recently
read your book and I have to admit this is the most interesting book I have ever read. I like your
simple yet very effective approach to training. I have recently moved to 5x5 program as I am
intermediate now, but a few friends of mine (from a competitive MT team) would like to try your
program, but I’m afraid they wont have enough recovery between workouts as we train for 2-3
times a week, 1.5-2 hours each. What are your thoughts of this? Thanks :)Mark Rippetoe:
Thanks for the kind words, but if SS is the most interesting book you've ever read, you must have
just started reading a couple of weeks ago. If your team guys are novices, I think they'll be fine
with both types of workouts, at least for a few months until they get stronger. Novices are
generally hard to overtrain unless insanity is being approached.Progress to Intermediate?Astro:
I'm a little confused about the different figures you give here on the forum about results some of
your trainees have achieved on the SS model so I want to clarify in my own context. I have been
on the Novice linear progression for 3 months now and my lifts reached a weight just above the
Novice strength standard for my weight class and stalled. (For example, the squat 1RM standard
is 93kg for a 75kg trainee and my 5RM squat is 97.5kg.) I reduced the load by 10% and worked
back up to another stall at the same load. Does that mean that I have come as far as the Novice



programming can take me?Mark Rippetoe: Not unless you have unusually poor genetics.
Getting stalled at 200 x 5 for a 165lb lifter is not common, and usually indicates diet problems or
incremental increases that are too big. You say that it took 3 months to get to 200, so it is
probably not the increases. How much weight have you gained on the program?Polynomial: I'm
curious what you think about novices using belts. I finally received a copy Strong Enough? Today
and after reading the article on gear I got a sense that you think that using belts is justified in
many cases. So I decided to bring one with me today, and even though I was still sore from
Wednesday and had some irregularities in my schedule, I got a PR of 3x5 of 225 with much
better form than on Wednesday or Sunday, when I was only able to pull 225x5x2 and 220x5
respectively. I'm drinking my milk (making my way up to a gallon - I'm at about 1/2 - 3/4 of a
gallon now, and I switched to whole milk today), but it feels like the belt will really help to drive my
squats up a lot and get past those novice sticking points.Mark Rippetoe: That's why the belt is
helpful. It helps us get stronger by making the spine more stable by enabling the abs to contract
harder against the resistance of the leather. Now, quit hijacking the thread.Astro: So, the way the
strength standards tables work is you should get to about Intermediate weight before you need
Intermediate programming? Up to now, the lightest plates I've had access to are 1.25kg pairs, so
I've been incrementing by 2.5kg. My order of a pair of 0.5kg plates just arrived so I can use them
when I need them. Well, I wasn't actually following the program and that was my mistake (I know,
I'm an idiot), I was doing 5x5 instead of 3x5. I gained 3kg on 3000Cal a day. Although I can't
justify doubling my intake by adding a gallon of whole milk a day, I understand that I do need to
eat more. I will also start the program with the prescribed volume on Monday and that should
also leave some energy for growth.Mark Rippetoe: So, you have gained a total of 6kg on the
program, while not actually doing the program. You can't justify drinking enough milk to gain
enough weight to get stronger, even though you know it works. Read PPST again, ask better
questions, and decide whether you're willing to do what's necessary to attain your stated
goals.Astro: Hold on Mark, I never said I was doing your program, in fact I just told you that I
wasn't doing it. In my original post I only said that I was doing a linear progression. I did not say I
can't justify drinking "enough milk", I said I can't justify doubling my daily energy intake. I can
justify eating more to gain weight and I did add 1000Cal to my daily diet when I started training.
And now you've helped me realise it's time to increase that again.I said 3kg not 6kg, read my
post again. I'll try to rephrase. I asked you to clarify how the strength standards are supposed to
be used. I understand that "when the training overload of a single workout and the recovery
period allowed for by the 48- to 72-hour schedule does not induce a performance improvement,
the novice trainee needs a change of program." I just didn't know how I am supposed to know
whether I have reached that point or whether something else is wrong (as you pointed out)
without having a rough estimate of how much can be achieved by doing that particular program.
In other words, if a 5RM squat of 97.5kg is not a common point for a Novice to stall at, is 113kg
(250lb - the intermediate standard for a 165lb trainee) a common point for a Novice to stall at?
Let me know if I'm still not making myself clear.Mark Rippetoe: Astro, your post asked "So, the



way the strength standards tables work is you should get to about Intermediate weight before
you need Intermediate programming?" Which is asking if a level of training advancement
corresponds to a particular strength level; of course it doesn't, and had you read PPST you'd
know why. The strength standards are supposed to be used as a general guideline for someone
training for general strength and conditioning, not competitive lifting.And if you've only gained 3k
instead of 6k, as my admittedly too-hasty reading of your post missed, then here's the deal:
stalling is a combination of genetics and adherence to the program. More often than not it
corresponds to the general guidelines provided by the Standards, sometimes it doesn't,
especially when you don't eat and train like you want to get strong.Maybe I'm expecting too
much, but you're supposed to know that guidelines are applied generally, that their value lies in
the trends they indicate, and that mitigating factors will affect how well they apply. Why would a
set of generalized standards be applied specifically to any one particular situation?How many
reps for chins?Umholtz: Hello Mr. Rippetoe. How many reps do you recommend for heavy
chins? I can do more than 20 without weight. Today I did 3 sets of 5 with 30 pounds with no
problem. Do you recommend using higher reps even if I am using weight? My biggest concern is
to avoid injury and continue to progress.Mark Rippetoe: As a general rule, I think that more than
15 dead-hang reps means it's time to start adding weight. Chins/pullups can be used for two
different purposes. If used as an upper-body strength exercise, the need to be fairly strict, done
without a lot of other movement. If used as a conditioning exercise in met/con workouts, kip the
hell out of them for high reps, as many as possible. So it depends on what you're doing them
for.Strength StandardsStu: I'm a little confused with the strength charts that appear in Practical
Programming. Assuming I achieve the typical gains you've mentioned on earlier threads, I'd be in
the 198 lb limit, and have a 5RM squat in excess of 400lb, before the end of the year. But this
puts me past the advanced average for a 1RM squat: confused.On an unrelated note, I can't find
much bio information about Bill Starr online, at least not about his early years. What sort of
shape was he in when he started weightlifting? Only wondering because I'd like to know whether
a mortal like myself could ever get near his 350lb press shown in SSBBT.Mark Rippetoe: You're
going to have to clarify this question. And Starr was damned strong, primarily because he
worked as hard as any human being ever has. He was not a genetic freak, but his balls were
huge, and he applied himself to his training like few people have ever done.Stu: Assuming the
typical gains, I'd have a 5RM of 410 pounds by the end of the 9-12 months at a bodyweight of
about 190-195lb. I'd be at the end of linear progression, and classed as an intermediate lifer. But
that squat weight at that bodyweight would be past advanced for a 1RM at that bodyweight
range on the charts.Mark Rippetoe: Here is the statement: "Assuming the typical gains, I'd have
a 5RM of 410 pounds by the end of the 9-12 months at a bodyweight of about 190-195lb." Now,
the fact that I say "It is not uncommon for novices to gain 40 lbs. of bodyweight and 300 lbs. of
squat strength on this program ...That is for a 5RM, in the first 9 months. If you'll just do the
program." seems to be confusing some of you. The fact that something is not uncommon does
not mean that it's typical. I have had talented athletes who were diligent about their training and



diet gain this much on many occasions, but this does not meant that it is typical. It means that it
has happened many times, and that it can happen if you are diligent and have the right genetics.
But not everybody that does this program will see these results.Stu: Okay, so "it's not
uncommon" maybe didn't imply that there's only a few guys that will get to this level. No worries.
So Rip, you said you've had guys gain: 300 on the squat 350 on the deadlift 150 on the bench 75
on the pressCould you suggest more common gains on the lifts, or does no such average exist?
I'd assume that there is a pretty normal distribution of gains, with a reasonable standard
deviation.Mark Rippetoe: Yes, we've had results like these many times over the years. But as for
the statistics on what is actually average, that's hard to say. I haven't done the statistics on it, and
I'm quite sure no one has. The statistics types don't even believe that this can occur.Novice or
IntermediateJake: Alright so currently I am 155 lbs, 5'7", with around 15% bodyfat. I have been
lifting seriously for about 2 years for bodybuilding purposes. I have done various routines with my
most recent routine being Bill Starr's Intermediate 5x5 Routine with a slight variation taking out
the Olympic lifts like cleans and snatches. Recent I purchased your Starting Strength book and
read it. I realized that for those 2 years I have been doing squats and deadlifts wrong. I have high
bar squatted 330 lbs. for 5 reps with bad form, benched 275 lbs. for 5 reps with pretty good form,
and deadlifting 370 lbs. with bad form. About 2 weeks ago I started your Starting Strength
routine for novices and started my bench at 225, squat at 165, and deadlift at 310. I'm still
working on the squat technique since the whole low bar position feels uncomfortable and
awkward. I'm doing 235 lbs. now with squats with decent form that still needs improvement. I'm
benching 245 for 3 sets of 5 with good form and deadlifting 330 for a set of 5 with good form.
Power cleans are a bitch and I'm still working on them. This is my first time doing this exercise. I
tried squatting 245 lbs. for 3 sets of 5 today and did it but it felt quite heavy even though I’ve high
bar squatted 330 for 5 before with bad form. Would you classify me as a novice or intermediate?
I just bought Practical Programming and I was wondering if I should do a novice program or
intermediate program.Mark Rippetoe: So your strength went down when you started using better
form? This means that you were doing some pretty sloppy shit before. As a general rule,
everybody should exhaust the potential of a simple linear progression before going to more
complicated programming. This is true for advanced athletes coming back after a long layoff as
well as intermediate lifters making a radical change in programming.Jake: I don't think my
strength went down. I think that now I'm just using the correct muscles more dominantly for the
lifts. Example, on squats now the emphasis is on the hamstrings, before it was quads.Mark
Rippetoe: Let me rephrase: the weight you were able to lift went down, which prolly means your
range of motion increased, which means you were squatting high, and prolly deadlifting with a
round back.Please let me know if this can be improvedcorz422: Current Programming:A)Power
Clean 5x3Bench Press 3x5Back Squat 3x5Push press 2x8Pullups 2x8B)Front Squat 5x3Press
3x5Deadlift 1x5Incline Bench 2x8Dip 2x15Is there anything that you would recommend I do in
order to improve this program? One thing I noticed is that while my cleans and squats are
improving linearly at doing sets of 210 and 310 respectively and still going up almost every other



workout I find that my press and bench tend to stall much lower at around 125/190. Is there
something that I'm doing wrong here? I am planning to add assistance movements push press/
inc bench in there hoping that it will. You wrote in BBT that assistance movements are better
done at higher rep ranges and that push press would be a good addition to the bench day. With
that being said is there anything I could do to better improve this? I find that my pullups are
stalled at 2x8 for a month or two now.Mark Rippetoe: Quit doing inclines. They're not worth a shit
anyway. As a general rule, most motivated people get stuck because they do too much, while
most lazy people get stuck because they don't do enough. And if your pull-ups stay the same as
you gain weight, they are not stuck. Right?corz422: Did you change your opinion of the incline
bench? You wrote on p234 BBT "On the other hand, the incline can be a useful bench press
variation." I also remember reading somewhere in SS/PP that for sports like football and shot put
incline bench uses a favorable angle. So having my bench stuck and playing some football and
rugby I thought the incline bench would be good assistance work for me to progress benching
strength. If I was incorrect in this line of thought what can I do to further improve my bench? The
other exercise you wrote about was the narrow grip bench. Should I use those instead?Also as
far as pullups goes I've been at the same weight for the past 3-4 months of the program and
while all 5 of the lifts in SS/BBT have gone up the pullup count has remained constant. I'm
thinking that I might adopt of different approach of doing a lower number of pullups weighted to
see if I respond better that way and since I can do 2 sets of 15 for dips it would be good to add
weights to that according to BBT. Can you be a little more clear on what kind of belt I should be
looking for if this were the case?Does the rest of the program especially the placement and the
set/rep count of the push press look okay to you? Would you consider providing a little more
information for us in terms of which assistance exercises to select and how to determine the
right weight/sets/reps to use based on the 5 major lifts?Mark Rippetoe: And the next sentence
says: "It should be said that if you're doing both bench presses and presses, everything that the
incline press accomplishes is redundant; there is no aspect of shoulder and chest work that
these two exercises do not adequately cover." You're doing presses and bench presses, and not
paying close enough attention to what I said, and what I meant.Read and absorb carefully the
information about chinups on page 259, at the top. The type of belt you use MUST be a belt that
a weight can be suspended from. Figure it out. And I don't provide a lot of information regarding
assistance exercises because my programs DO NOT USE a lot of assistance exercises. So no, I
won't even consider it.corz422: Lol. Sorry I didn't realize that was a commonly asked question
around here. What can I say, you got another person wanting to buy stuff you make, that's a
good thing I assume. I'd also like to thank you for encouraging power cleans. Ever since I added
them to my program my squats and deadlifts have improved considerably.I'd like your input on
something on something else as well if possible. I ran into a weightlifting coach and he
mentioned to me that a lot of the bars at gyms are unsuited for Oly style lifting. That it's possible
for the bar to not twist/spin during a clean and I could potentially damage my wrist. In your
opinion is this a legitimate concern? As for the pullups and bench press if I'm doing them every



other workout and not progressing. Is it possible that I need an intermediate style program for
those while remaining on a novice linear program for clean/squat/dl? Thanks again.Mark
Rippetoe: Shitty bars are more common in most gyms than good bars, and lots of people have
learned to clean with them. They are mainly a problem for people who have learned to lift on
good bars that find themselves having to lift on a bar that won't spin, because they're out of
town, at a strange gym, etc. Shitty bars can be managed easily if you understand how to use
your grip correctly when you rack the bar. Oly WL coaches tend to be rather elitist about some
things, especially if they also happen to sell equipment.And it is entirely possible that different
exercises can halt their linear progression at different times during a lifter's novice progression,
due to the efficiency with which they have been trained, injury, or genetics. It is also possible that
you have not progressed them correctly.My lifting situationGordon Bombay: I hope you can give
me some input on my situation. For the record, I'm 23, 5'10" and weigh just over 160 lbs at
around 10 or 11% bodyfat. This is the routine I've been following for about three months now:A:
Squats 3x5, Bench Press 3x5, Weighted Chins 3x5.B: Squats 3x5, Press 3x5, Rows 3x5.This
has made me a lot stronger and bigger (used to weigh 140 lbs before I started this routine) but
now I've stalled on most of my lifts, with pretty weird numbers too; 230lbs 5RM for Squats,
210lbs 5RM for Bench and 120 lbs 5RM for Press. I haven't been doing Deadlifts and Cleans like
you prescribe, and this is because when I started lifting I had a lot of lower back pain, and doing
Deads just destroyed it (my body proportions don't help either). However, I am looking to
implement them into my workouts as Low Bar Squats have strengthened my lower back a hell of
a lot and I hardly ever get back pain any more. I figure doing these will help me get better at
Squats too.So basically, at this moment in time I would consider myself almost intermediate in
some lifts (Bench, Press, Squats to a lesser extent perhaps), but a stone cold novice in others
(Deads and Cleans). What sort of routine do you think I should use from now on?Mark Rippetoe:
I don't know. You have so thoroughly fucked up the initial novice period that your pulling strength
never developed and never contributed to your squats, or consequently to your bodyweight
apparently. Go back and start deadlifting in a normal workout sequence with a little reset of the
squat and see what happens as your pull strengthens.Speed work on Texas Monday?RRod: I've
been on the Texas Method since last December. I finally hit a bit of a wall 2 weeks ago: tired,
scared under the bar, missing reps on M and F. Monday of last week I was totally drained,
couldn't even do 50% squats with any vigor, so I'm looking into changing up Monday and Friday
a bit.I've been becoming more interested in the Olympic lifts, but my technique is not quite up to
snuff yet to make them the cornerstone of my routine. I'm thus considering using speed sets as
my main Monday workout, rather than keeping with 5x5 on M and dropping the volume. The
intent is to improve my power output and get my damn speed up (bar's been slowing down for a
while now). Here is my current regime as illustrated by my last good week:Mon: Squat 225x5x5,
Push Press 125x6x3, Rack Pull 365x1x5Wed: Clean 135x5x2, Press 100x2x5, Front Squat
195x3x3, Overhead Squat 95x3x3Fri: Squat 285x1x2, Press 127.5x1x1, Clean 165x1x1(note: I
took squats down from the previous week since I had started doing 'standing leg presses' for



some reason.) Current 1RMs, (@ 5'4", ~ 150 lb): Squat 285, Deadlift 380, Clean 165, Press
127.5Here's the routine I'm considering for next week:Mon: Squat 170x10x2 (speed), Push
Press 127.5x6x3, Deadlift 225x1x15 (speed)Wed: Clean 135x5x2, Press 102.5x2x5, Front
Squat 200x3x3, OH Squat 95x3x3Fri: Squat 280x3x1, Push Press/Press 150x1x2/127.5x1x2,
Clean 167.5x1x1Does this look sound? If so, here are a couple of questions:Is the goal for
Monday to keep the weight but increase the speed?Is the goal for Friday to keep the singles
across going up in weight?Would some singles across on rack pulls/haltings be a good addition
to Friday?Mark Rippetoe: All 3 things are right. But it occurs to me that you have described a guy
who may simply need a week off to sleep more and eat too much. You are doing well for your
bodyweight and height, and you may just be a little overtrained. This program you have
suggested is good and will work well, but not if the reason the first one stopped working was
because you were overtrained. So either way, I'd take a week off/sleep more/eat more and 1.) try
the old routine again for a couple more weeks to see if that fixed the problem, or 2.) go ahead
and change programs if you want to after you've rested a week.Progression to Texas
MethodTravis: Going from the novice 3x5 (working sets) to the Intermediate 5x5 (working sets),
the jump is a lot more painful than I thought it would be. I believe I read on this forum that you
said when moving into an intermediate program, you should start using the weight from three
workouts prior to the Novice program. Now that I think of it, you may have been talking about
resetting the Novice program. Regardless, that's what I used.I ended my Novice program doing
3x5@267.5. I started the Texas method at 5x5@255. And it was much harder than I expected. I
know you don't necessarily judge things based on total tonnage, but 3x5@267.5 is 4012.5 total
pounds. 5x5@255 is 6375 total pounds. This is quite a jump. Now, I did get it done. But I had to
decrease what I thought I could use for my bench, and decided to decrease power clean
poundage as well, just to be safe. I am very concerned about stalling out early (as you said, its
better to undertrain than it is to overtrain), but would have no problem progressing in very small
increments per week, if necessary.Basically, I want to know if discrepancies between total
tonnage of Novice and Intermediate workouts of this magnitude are common/normal, and if it's
okay? I also realize that Monday is the volume workout, and I won't be doing near as much
volume throughout the rest of the week, which could explain the ball-busting on Monday. But
being on set 4 and feeling my hamstrings spasm freaked me out.
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Timothy Williams, “Informative and very enjoyable!. All four books in the Aasgaard ouevre (the
others being Starting Strength, Practical Programming, Strong Enough?, in that order of priority)
are required reading for srs lifters. Mean Ol' Mr. Gravity may be the most entertaining of all,
slathered generously in Rippetoe's famously dry sense of humor. But it is no less informative,
demonstrating the thought processes of a veteran coach as he analyzes dozens of unique
training scenarios and demolishes fallacies both understandable (concern about excessive
weight gain) and bizarre (concern that milk may cause baldness).One may not always agree
with Rip -- for example, he seems to have an irrational aversion to bare feet -- but his decades of
experience as a coach and lifter shine through in every punchy retort. And he never claims to be
an omniscient authority, always aware of the limits of his own knowledge and encouraging his
interlocutors to think for themselves.Finally, considering that people more often need reminding
than instruction, you are likely to find things you already "know" packaged in a way that makes
you consider them more thoughtfully. For example, it was only after reading this book that I finally
started using a belt after five years of lifting. I am particularly dense but that alone made this
book worth the read for me.”

Lost Gaijin, “Underrated. I make no secret of being a big believer in the methodologies that
Coach Rippetoe teaches. He always provides a logical reason for his opinions, and I like that he
doesn't try to sell you anything.Of the four books he has written, I would say that this books
should be read 3rd. Starting Strength is where the journey begins and Practical Programming
takes the program to the next level (teaching you in greater depth about numerous aspects of
training). Mean Ol' Mr. Gravity is a great reference for answering all of the little questions that
people have. Furthermore, this book showcases a lot more or Coach Rip's personality, which is
a good thing. The book is informative and often very funny.If you buy one book about weight
training, this isn't it, but it is a very good companion to the other two. Buy it. Read it. Learn from
it.  Enjoy it.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Informative and Entertaining. This book is no way a replacement for
Starting Strength or Practical Programming for Strength Training, but is more like an FAQ for
those books (it is actually a compilation of answers from the forums on his website). I like
Rippetoe's sense of humor so I often found myself laughing out loud at some of his responses to
the questions. Definitely worth the price, but if you are just getting started strength training, this is
not the correct book to buy; look to Starting Strength instead. And read it. You will find this is one
of Rippetoe's favorite answers to many of the questions he receives. All in all I would
recommend this to anyone that has finished his other books.Especially if you have some
questions that aren't covered in the other books.”

m0nk, “Good bathroom read. The author actually says to keep this book in the bathroom and



read it a little at a time, and it is good for that. He's a little harsh with some of the forum
participants, but most of those people are probably either trolls or haven't taken the time to read
the Starting Strength book and are therefore disrespecting the author's time by asking basic
questions. MOMG is more than entertaining; it does contain lots of good information and
answers many frequently asked questions. Of course, one should start by reading Starting
Strength because it will change your life, but MOMG is good to fill in what scant few gaps there
are in Starting Strength. I'd recommend this book to someone who has already read Starting
Strength and has begun the novice progression program, and who just wants to read more
Rippetoe.”

Martin Berry, “Classic Rippetoe. This book is another classic by Mark Rippetoe. He seems to
have made a career out of one approach to weight lifting, spruiking it as a life force. As it
happens, I agree with much of what he writes, am amused by his style etc. I am also aware that
it is his way or the highway. Mind you, judging by some of the contributions made by readers of
his website, I can understand his frustration, which he vents freely.A good laugh, combined with
much good advice.Just remember, it is not the bible!”

Cambero, “Buy this book instead of browsing his entire Q&A forum. If you have read SSBBT and
Practical Programming, then this is worth every penny.It is informative and humorous. Yes it is
not the greatest format, but it is what it is: a compilation of questions asked to the extremely
knowledgeable Mr. Rippetoe, mostly by n00bs AND in a web forum.I am actually very pleased
they edited out what must be horrendous grammar and unnecessary rambling.Recommended,
as long as you first read SSBBT at the very least.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Good Information, But Bad Format. This book has taken content from Mark
Rippetoe's forum and organized it around various subjects (injury, sports-specific training, etc.)
If you have not read Rippetoe before, don't start with this book as it doesn't do him justice.
Starting Strength and Practical Programming are excellent books if you are looking for specific
training advice and information, and Strong Enough? is a wonderful collection of his essays on
the topic of strength training. He is smart and articulate and funny - a combination rarely found
in any author, much less one who writes on the subject of weight training.The problem with this
book is that it is difficult to read for the same reasons it is difficult to read Internet forums - the
writing is often poor (by those asking the questions) and the content is frequently redundant.
This book could have been much, much better had it been written solely by Mr. Rippetoe. Still, if
you are a fan (as I am) you will want to buy this book.  It is frequently funny and very informative.”

Kenny Rogers, “Great Book. Yes, you can spend hours on the forums and find the same
information, but try bringing your laptop into the bathroom. Oh you have a smartphone? Yeah
you'll probably drop it in the can then that will cost you a few hundred bucks. Just buy the book,



tons of good information that helps fill in the small spaces left by Rippetoe's Starting Strength
and Practical Programming books.”

Sblig, “Nice read. Very enjoyable book, with humour and great content. Nothing earth shattering,
but a great read, and helps to further understand Rippetoe’s material and perspectives.”

Tony Tompkins, “... common sense when it comes to strength training I recommend reading all
his publications. One of the few people who has logic and common sense when it comes to
strength training I recommend reading all his publications.”

Nathan Morgan, “Hehehehhehehehehe!!!!!!!!!!. Mark Rippetoe is hilarious! I love him! And he
knows his stuff to which is good.”

Aaron, “Great. Good fun”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Four Stars. Lots of good information identified against the typical questions
guys have asked. Good for browsing through at your leisure.”
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Army Whose Brother Benched 1000 lbs Tangential Materials Author Feedback BS - 165 (failed
at 195 last wo) SP - 85 (failed at 95 last wo) BP - 115 (failed at 125 last wo) DL - 245 (succeeded
265 last wo) Clean - 95 (succeeded at 115 last wo) 12/11/08 6'4" 198.2 lbs ~17% bodyfat
12/26/08 209.8 lbs Squats 115 lbs > 160 lbs Bench 80 lbs > 125 lbs Dead 170 lbs > 245 lbs
Press 75 lbs > 85 lbs Clean 45 lbs > 95 lbs Bench-195 Squat-250 Deadlift-315 When I squat, my
lower back rounds right before I hit parallel. Should I just do some stretching for a while to stop
this? I hurt my lower back because of this, so I’m taking a week off and I am kind of nervous to
start back up with weights with a rounded back, and was wondering what you would recommend
I do to fix this problem. I did get 3 weeks in, but after bumping my lifts up 5 pounds every
workout, I couldn't increase the weight for 2 workouts for the bench and the press. (I only have
2.5 lb plates) I don't think I should be stalling so early, so from your experience, do you know
what would be causing this? I think I should be still progressing every workout, since my



numbers are pretty low. (125 lb 5 RM bench, 75 lb press) If I bought squat shoes, would it be
best to only wear them for squats and get another shoe for the other lifts? 5'9-170lbs squat 5RM
- 175lbs deadlift 5RM - 225lbs bench 5RM - 195 lbs press 5RM - 140lbs Late July 2008 (160
lbs): Deadlift-280; Squat: 210; Bench-185; Power Cleans-140; Press-100. Late Feb 2009 (182
lbs): Deadlift-410; Squat: 330; Bench-260; Power Cleans-215; Press-180. Take your stance, feet
a little closer than you think it needs to be and with your toes out more than you like. Your shins
should be about one inch from the bar, no more. This places the bar over the mid-foot (not the
mid-instep). Take your grip on the bar, leaving your hips up. DO NOT MOVE THE BAR. Drop
your knees forward and out until your shins touch the bar. DO NOT MOVE THE BAR. Hard part:
squeeze your chest up as hard as you can. DO NOT MOVE THE BAR. This establishes a "wave"
of extension that goes all the way down to the lumbar, and sets the back angle from the top
down. DO NOT LOWER YOUR HIPS – LIFT THE CHEST TO SET THE BACK ANGLE. Squeeze
the bar off the floor and drag it up your legs in contact with your skin/sweats until it locks out at
the top. If you have done the above sequence precisely as described, the bar will come off the
ground in a perfectly vertical path. All the slack will have come out of the arms and hamstrings in
step 4, the bar will not jerk off the ground, and your back will be in good extension. You will
perceive that your hips are too high, but if you have completed step 4 correctly, the scapulas,
bar, and mid-foot will be in vertical alignment and the pull will be perfect. The pull will seem
"shorter" this way. I have a trainee who simply can’t get into a squat position while holding the
barbell correctly. It seems his shoulders and hips are very inflexible. Can you suggest any
exercises that will help him get more flexible in these areas? Can I use the clean or snatch high
pull instead of the power clean for this individual? Is it ok to add some single-legged exercises to
the Starting Strength program? Or should I remove a squat session a week and add the single
legged splits squats, lunges or Bulgarian squats? Would rotating Deadlifts, Snatch Grip
Deadlifts and Trap bar deadlifts every 6 to 8 weeks still work with the Starting Strength
Protocols? My guys are coming up to an important competition at the end of October – would it
be wise to de-load a few weeks out, that said how to I do de-load using the Starting Strength
Protocols? The squat itself is the best stretch for the squat. Jam him into the correct position and
make him do the squat as correctly as possible to the extent that he is capable, enforcing
position like you would if you were having him do a stretch, and making as few accommodations
to his lack of flexibility as you can while still getting a squat out of him. He will improve quickly.
You can, but it is a lower quality exercise. No one approaches a hi-pull the same way they
approach a clean or snatch, not even an advanced lifter, because you know you're not actually
going under the bar and the commitment to completing the pull is not there. The answer to this
problem is to get better at teaching the clean, and there is no better way to do that than with a
kid that doesn't move well. Hard cases are the best teachers of teachers, so jump right in there.
Single-legged stuff is not part of our program. These are relatively advanced movements that, as
far as I am concerned, apply to few athletes. Asymmetric work is best done in the context of
sport practice, not strength work, and the attempt to make strength work so specific that it



applies very precisely to sport reflects a misunderstanding of why we train for strength and how
it applies to overall sports preparation. Trap bar deadlifts are silly, IMO. Just deadlift and see if
the guy will give you your money back for the trap bar. Novice lifters don't really need to taper for
a contest, and intermediate-level trainees just reduce volume and up intensity a couple of weeks
out. I think you mentioned in the new book that you like to use 5's on the rack dl, and you like to
use 8's on haltings. Did you ever pull any singles or triples on either version in a training cycle for
a meet? Did you only use 1 work set on each movement for the duration of a cycle? I never did
anything but 5 x rack pulls or 8 x HDL, unless I missed a last rep, and I never did sets across,
just one heavy work set after warmup. My records are sketchy from that time, but for an 8-week
cycle I think I might have started with 3 sets across very early in the cycle for a couple of weeks
only, but for various reasons I just let the one work set ride up to the end of the cycle. You wrote
that a good way to train was to cycle a 5x5 through the movements of squat/press/bench. How
would I go about incorporating this into my program in terms of weight to use relative to my usual
3 sets of 5? How would you recommend that I learn to do the dumbbell bench as you posted
somewhere that other than powerlifting it may be a superior exercise than the standard barbell
bench? What is the best way to go about transitioning in terms of technique/weight used/and
programming? What are the benefits of pursuing Oly lifting because in your section on the power
clean most if not all the benefits can be obtained my training the power clean and power snatch?
Are you planning to write any sort of book on Olympic lifts in the future? I've been doing power
cleans and my find that my form degrades severely if I do them after squatting and pressing. I'm
doing 5 sets of 3 for cleans. Would it be a better idea to do them first after warming up? I've been
following your program where I do 1 set of deadlifts at the end of one of my workouts. Under
what circumstance would I need to do possibly 2 sets? If I were to do deadlifts on a day without
squatting and pressing would it be safe to assume that I can do more than my usual work set
since I am not pre-fatigued? If so how much should I do relative to my normal deadlift weight?
What can I do to increase upper body explosiveness? The only way I can think of is the dynamic
effort method used by Westside gym. Is that what you would advocate as well and how would I
incorporate that into my program? I find that on my last set of deadlifts it takes me a few seconds
4-6 to pause and reset myself for the last few reps. Is this bad? Can I use an ab-wheel as
isolation to strengthen my abs? If so how would I incorporate this into your program? If you are
ready to progress to 5x5, the first week use the weight you used for 3x5 three workouts before
you got stuck, to give yourself a little room to run before things get too hard. Take the dumbbells
out of the rack, figure out how to get down on the bench with the dumbbells in position above
your chest, and do the exercise. You're a bright guy, and with me not there to show you you'll
have to wing it. I usually recommend them as an assistance exercise for more advanced lifters,
and in this context they are done for higher reps. Try to run up the reps on each set of dumbbells
to a predetermined number, then jump to the next heaviest pair. Let's say you started with the
59s and did 3 sets, 8, 7, and 6. When in three weeks you get 12, 11, and 9, go up to the 64s, if
12 reps was your goal. You pursue the Olympic lifts if you want to be a weightlifter, or if you like to



do the full movements. They are fun, not boring, and weed out the fools. No book is currently
planned. Yes, do them first if you want to focus on them. Do 2 sets if you feel you need the extra
work. Yes, it would be safe to assume that you'd be stronger if you were not tired. If this is the
case, do as much more as you think you can, based on your familiarity with your training – a
familiarity which I do not possess. But remember that deadlift fatigue accumulates quickly to
levels from which it is hard to recover, so 2 sets is plenty, and probably too much for most
people. I’d recommend you just up the weight a little and do one set like you meant it. Upper
body explosiveness is certainly the purview of the Westside people. I use it myself. I've used it
effectively on benches, presses, and chins. No, it is not bad to do what is necessary to finish the
set, unless it involves actually turning the set into a series of singles. An ab wheel can be used
as an ab exercise, and it's actually not a bad one. L-pullups are better, but any hard isometric ab
exercise is more functional than a situp. Incorporate them into your workout like you would
situps, only do them instead. Just an area of clarification. I was asking in regarding to what you
wrote in your book. To which I interpreted as doing a 5x5 sets across alternating between bench/
squat/press. I wasn't asking in regard to the 5x5 programs. Would you recommend using this
before I'm stuck to prevent being stuck? So basically you're saying use higher reps for
dumbbells? What's the best way to determine the predetermined number? I do enjoy the O-lifts
a lot. You are, however, saying that other than my enjoyment there are no additional strength/
power/athletic benefits to be derived from the full lifts relative to the partial versions? I was
reading somewhere that the squat clean teaches you how to receive force better. Would doing 2
sets make my overall deadlift ability increase at a faster rate? Could you point me in the right
direction as to where I can find a reliable starting point into Westside's methods in that regard?
In your opinion at what point does it become excessive and turn into singles? I guess I should
flip through the Practical Programming book to figure out where to add ab work? I'm sorry, but
this reads as gibberish. Do you speak English as a second language, a situation which might
explain this? Yes, I'm basically saying that since DBs do not lend themselves to lower reps you
should use higher reps. The predetermined number will be determined by you, and I believe I
gave an example for you to use that might aid in the predetermination phase of the workout. The
full Olympic lifts provide many benefits, among which is a longer range of motion over which
explosive force is applied. I do not know what force reception you are referring to, except that
you may mean racking the bar on the shoulders or overhead, which the power versions of both
of the movements incorporate. Your actual problem is convincing someone to teach them to you.
No, doing 2 sets will be much harder to recover from, and is too much for most people who have
progressed according to the program. If 2 sets were generally better, I would have used 2 sets in
the program. I, however, did not. I would check with Westside, if I were you. It becomes singles
when you release your grip on the bar between reps. PPST does not address the issue of where
to put abs into your workout. It fails miserably with respect to this topic. Maybe you should
experiment for yourself and determine where they work best for you. Ok. Are you also saying that
it would be better to use descending # of reps instead of sets across? Does training the power



snatch offer any sort of tangible benefit versus training the power clean only for power? I'm not
sure I follow. Maybe this is the wrong approach but I was more wondering along the lines of
whether there was a website or book on how to get started and incorporate Westside principles
in the work outs. How would I quantitatively gauge how well extra ab work is for me? No,
because if you do it this way you're only squatting on Monday once every three weeks. And, if
you nearly double your tonnage for the workout by going from 3x5 to 5x5 at the same weight,
you're likely to produce enough fatigue that you do get stuck, since you were only adapted to the
3 sets. If you go to failure on the first set, your next set will obviously be with fewer reps, or you
didn't go to actual failure. Power snatches make you pull through a longer range of motion, and
thus strengthen a longer range of motion. They are a little harder to learn, you can't use as much
weight since the ROM is longer, but they are a useful thing to know since knowing more stuff is
better than knowing less stuff. Consult Google. That's what Google is for. You don't speak
English as a first language, do you? A) Power Clean 5x3 Bench Press 3x5 Back Squat 3x5 Push
press 2x8 Pullups 2x8 B) Front Squat 5x3 Press 3x5 Deadlift 1x5 Incline Bench 2x8 Dip 2x15 A:
Squats 3x5, Bench Press 3x5, Weighted Chins 3x5. B: Squats 3x5, Press 3x5, Rows 3x5. Mon:
Squat 170x10x2 (speed), Push Press 127.5x6x3, Deadlift 225x1x15 (speed) Wed: Clean
135x5x2, Press 102.5x2x5, Front Squat 200x3x3, OH Squat 95x3x3 Fri: Squat 280x3x1, Push
Press/Press 150x1x2/127.5x1x2, Clean 167.5x1x1
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